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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
In general the Church in North America has entered the second millennium in a
very difficult situation. Actually, many churches are facing a problem concerning growth.
Barna states, “The vast majority of Christian churches in America are either stagnant or
declining. Relatively few of the nation’s 300,000+ Protestant congregations are
increasing the number of people (in worship attendance) by at least 10 percent a year”
(15). In addition to this information, George Hunter states, “In reviewing statistics the
problem of plateaued and declining churches appears not to be related to denomination
neither localized to any particular geographical area or limited to any particular size of
church” (“Church Growth”).
However, contrasting to this given situation, I have personally witnessed a very
important and expressive growth in some churches I visited during my studies with the
Beeson Program. Three examples include (1) the Willow Creek Community Church in
the suburbs of Chicago, Illinois, which has grown from zero to fifteen thousand people in
the last twenty five years under the leadership of Bill Hybels; (2) Ginghamsburg United
Methodist Church in Dayton, Ohio which is experiencing a significant yearly growth
under the leadership of Michael Slaughter; and, (3) the North Point Community Church
in Alpharetta, Georgia, the metropolitan area of Atlanta, which has grown since its birth
in the fall of 1995 from the core group to an attendance of eighteen thousand people
every weekend, thanks to the leadership of Andy Stanley. Why these are churches
exceptions to the rule of stagnation in most of today’s American congregations is one
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area of investigation as well as what these churches have in common. In my point of
view, the reason is because they have good strong, charismatic, and visional leadership.
In general, pastors can find very similar circumstances in the Brazilian
ecclesiastical scenario. Some local churches and denominations are either plateaued or
not growing in a satisfactory rate, but some local churches and denominations are
strongly growing. The issue of not growing or even decreasing versus clearly growing
congregations can cause one to question and investigate the reasons for these differences.
Whether the growing churches have common characteristics is a topic for examination.
Why some churches are not growing and what is the difference between them and the
growing churches is a matter of study. Whether the Church can solve the problem of not
enough growth is also a subject for analysis.
In considering this matter, it became important to reflect on the religious reality of
today’s world. Last century the world population experienced more changes than all the
past nineteen centuries together. After decades of advancing secularism and declining
spiritual interest, a spiritual awakening seems to be sweeping the planet. In today’s
society a fascinating mix of disillusionment, post-secularism, and fear of the future are
realities leading people to spiritual interest. Still, this spiritual interest does not
necessarily mean an interest in Christianity or in the Church. Clearly, people want more
and more to experience the supernatural. They want God and so they are looking
everywhere and in everything. This phenomenon is a sign of the transitioning times in
which today’s society is inserted. This century’s society is being transitioned from a
modern to a postmodern world, and things are changing.
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Today’s people, postmodern citizens, highly value subjective experience, and this
astonishing desire for spiritual issues is noted everywhere, U S A. or Brazil. Brazilians
have an enthusiastic craving for religious expression. Churches are growing. However,
together with the Churches, spiritism, exoterism, New Age, and all kinds of other
religions are increasing as well. In their 2001 edition of the book Operation World,
Johnstone and Mandryk make clear that this is not a new facet of Brazil:
Not only Brazil is the largest Catholic country, but also the largest spiritist
country in the world. It appeals to the emotions and offers physical
healing; both traits make it an attractive alternative to traditional
Christianity. In 1975 there were at least 14,000 spiritist centers, guided by
420,000 mediums. There are seven million Brazilians practicing
Kardecism (“high” spiritism) and millions more practicing Umbanda and
Macumba (“low” spiritism with African roots). A majority of Brazilians
are involved–most still claiming to be Christian. (122)
Their research shows that today’s population is much less interested in cerebral
arguments and much more interested in encountering the mystic. Brazil’s younger
generation grew up with the mystical. This is the religious reality in which the Church is
located.
From the religious reality of the world to the Brazilian religious actuality, in the
last few years, non-Catholic churches in Brazil have experienced the most rapid growth
in their whole history. Although the various private and public statistical research
organizations disagree over the exact number of evangelicals in Brazil, they do confirm
that something significant is happening, and several churches and denominations are
growing there. According to a report published by the Brazilian Institute of Geography
and Statistics (IBGE) in their Web page, almost 10 percent of the Brazilian population,
approximately seventeen million people, was evangelical in 2000. This figure is much
lower than the estimate provided by Patrick Johnstone. He points out the astonishing
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growth of “evangelicals from less than 100,000 in 1900 to four million in 1960, eight
million in 1970, 15 million in 1980 and 26 million in 1990, with Pentecostals being 88%
of this figure” (128-29). Johnstone also indicates a continuing seven percent growth rate
among evangelicals. If this pace is projected to the year 2000, the number of evangelicals
in Brazil would be representing almost thirty percent almost 30 percent of its population.
Interestingly enough is the fact that this figure is more or less the consensus among
evangelical pastors about the number of “believers” in the country.
Among growing congregations and denominations there is the Methodist Church.
This church, represented by its eight conferences, has experienced a wide-ranging
significant momentum in its growth. According to its General Office, the official
following numbers for the sixth conference of the Methodist Church in Brazil for the
years 1995 through 2000 show this growth.
Year

Number of Members

1995

9,752

1996

10,465

1997

11,030

1998

11,698

1999

12,579

2000

13,514

In the Methodist Church in Brazil, bishops, pastors, and laity agree that growth is
one of the priorities for the church and that this priority cannot be allowed to compromise
the gospel. In addition, the number of laypeople feeling the call to serve the Lord on the
front lines in missions or in their local churches’ leadership is increasing. From here
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arises a concern that is expected to be solved in the following years: To prepare people
for ministry, the church has been using formal training provided by the faculty of
theological seminaries. This long-term formal training is efficient for educating people in
necessary issues and in creating a sense of identity, but this model might have some
weaknesses such as feeding future pastors with expectations of established churches and
not preparing them to be willing to plant new churches or to be outreach missionaries.
Also, very often, seminaries underscore the trainee’s self-development and fail to have
student accountability of their personal walk with God. Thus, whether these weaknesses
in the formation of our churches’ leadership can be addressed is a point to be investigated
as well as the possibility of to successfully and effectively to develop church leaders
without the requirements of four or five years of formal and institutionalized education.
Accordingly, Dr. Dale Galloway writes, “The primary catalyst for growth in a
local church is having a strong pastor who will be the leader” (Small Group 88). The
leading task in the Church cannot be entrusted to ill-equipped pastors or to unprepared
church members. “Sheep cannot lead to anything but confusion. Needed are the
shepherds who will be leaders” (15).
My assumption is that the formation of well-equipped servant leaders, both clergy
and lay, is the answer for the lack of growth crisis. This is the solution adopted by the
growing churches and the way to develop healthier congregations anywhere–United
States or Brazil.
“Our task is no less than the reinvention of the church,” writes Loren Mead (43).
People today look for relevancy in and for their lives. The challenge is to train and equip
servant leaders, from clergy and lay people, who will lead the Church towards growth,
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maturity, and health. “Our generation is witnessing a revolution in thought about the way
people understand themselves and their world” (Chapell 171). Leith Anderson states,
“Lay leaders and pastors are looking forward to the twenty-first century with excitement
for a church that is both relevant and rooted in revelation. The problem is they don’t
know how” (12).
Denominational Context
Even though the Methodist Church of the sixth conference, in the states of Paraná
and Santa Catarina of the southern region of Brazil, has some growing churches, it also
has a number of plateaued churches. The way for these churches to become healthier
would be through better leadership. As a consequence of becoming healthier, these
churches could be growing in number of members and attendance.
My belief is that not only a strong correlation between church health and church
growth is real but also that church health is directly connected to, dependent upon, and
consequential to good leadership. Thus, the primary concerns are (1) whether a church
health paradigm with a sound theological approach to leadership formation can be
provided for the churches of the sixth conference in Brazil and (2) can strong lay
leadership build healthier growing congregations in Brazil as it has done in the churches I
visited in the United States. These issues are worthy of good analysis so their answers can
be a positive contribution to Methodism in Brazil.
The Purpose Stated
The purpose of this study was to analyze the association between lay leadership
formation and the emergence of healthier churches. It inquired about the possibilities of
providing a model of leadership formation for the Methodist churches of the sixth
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conference in Brazil. The thesis that any church anywhere needs servant leaders and by
having them will be healthy and grow was defended.
The parallel between good servant leadership and the evidences of healthiness in
the congregation was brought to verification. The study was not complete and exhaustive
of every possible aspect of health present in a church but focused on some main
characteristics that can identify a church as a healthy congregation. Hopefully the
Brazilian Methodist Church will be able to use this investigation for the promotion of
leadership development and its consequential church well-being.
Research Questions
1. To what extent do the churches in the sixth conference of the Methodist
Church in Brazil reflect the summary characteristics of healthy growing congregations,
including leadership development, church health, and church growth? What is the current
state of the congregations in the sixth conference?
2. How is lay leadership developed in the sixth conference of the Methodist
Church in Brazil? What are the current practices?
3. What models of lay leadership development are most appropriate for the
Methodist Church in the states of Paraná and Santa Catarina, Brazil? What are other
influencing factors or contributors to healthy growing congregations?
Definitions
In this paper, the following key terms are identified and defined.
Church is the body of Christ; the community of faith organized under a structure
and affiliated or not with any denomination, led by pastors and lay leaders.
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Church growth is the increase of the average number of people participating in
the Sunday services as well as the addition of members listed on the church’s roll of
members.
Church health is defined as a low level of illness, this being a lack of a clear,
defined, and pursued vision, lack of measured growth, and no empowered leadership.
Church health is having the presence of the Summary Characteristics of Healthy Growing
Congregations as defined in Chapter 2: clear-cut vision, passion for the lost, shared
ministry, empowered leaders, fervent spirituality, flexible functional structure, celebrative
worship, connecting small groups, seeker of friendly evangelism, and loving
relationships.
Clergy pastor is the one who has formal theological education and/or ordination
or is nominated, appointed, or commissioned by the bishop for the pastoral work.
Lay pastor is the one who is recognized and/or commissioned by a local church
for pastoral tasks independently of formal theological education or official appointment
by the bishop of the conference.
Leader is the one who leads; the one who positively influences others and
motivates them to follow an objective.
Servant leader is the one who leads by serving, the one who leads people to
follow God in the achievement of a common goal for the benefit of all.
Sixth conference is the conjunct of the Methodist churches, congregations, and
institutions subordinated to a Methodist bishop in the states of Paraná and Santa Catarina,
southern region of Brazil.
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Methodology
This work was an exploratory correlational study that utilized a research
questionnaire as its survey instrument. As a result of this research, a list of needed
characteristics of healthy churches appeared. Based upon this list of qualities needed for a
church to be healthier, a picture of the healthy church was created. This was the
instrument for measuring church health. Also, the results of the survey provided the
actual list of needs for leadership in the churches of the sixth conference in Brazil. In
addition it provided an idea of the level of good leadership and the correspondent health
of the studied churches. Each church’s level of leadership was then compared to its health
to find the factual correspondence between good leadership and health in the Church.
Population and Subjects
The population for this study consisted of all the full-time pastors presently
serving the churches in the sixth conference of the Methodist Church in Brazil. The goal
was to interview via questionnaire all the pastors of those churches so the actual situation
of the sixth conference as a whole could be represented.
Instrumentation
The endeavor of the questionnaire was to verify the link between good leadership
and church health and if good leadership results in a healthier growing church. Questions
were designed and aligned in order to discover the real correlation between church
leadership, church health, and church growth.
Data Collection
Approval from the bishop of the sixth conference of the Methodist Church in
Brazil was obtained to survey the pastors of the churches within the states of Paraná and
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Santa Catarina. All the full-time pastors of all the churches were contacted and invited to
participate in the survey. The pastors who responded received the questionnaire and
managed the collection of the completed survey. Instructions were provided to the
participants concerning the administration of the survey.
Overview of Study
This study sought to confirm or deny a direct connection between good leadership
and church health. This work wanted to add to existing efforts in helping to move
churches towards a healthier life. These findings ended as an offered contribution to the
churches of the sixth conference of the Methodist Church in Brazil.
In Chapter 2, selected literature related to this study is reviewed. The theological
comprehension of the Church as the body of Christ and its dependence on its leadership
for a healthy life is studied. Also, this review draws attention to leadership formation in
itself and centers on the particulars of church health. Finally, this chapter contains a
summary of the healthy characteristics found in growing congregations.
Chapter 3 is an in-depth explanation concerning the design of the project and the
research methods. Then, the analysis of the data is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5
elucidates the most important conclusions of this work and highlights practical
applications resulting from the research. It also offers ideas for supplementary
investigation.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The comprehension of the Church as the body of Christ, a living communitarian
organism, and its association and dependence on its leadership is the focus of the review
of the literature. It also looks at leadership as being a determining factor in terms of
existent or nonexistent health and growth in the congregation. This chapter focuses on
leadership formation more specifically by contemplating the characteristics of servant
leadership, and then this study centers on the particulars of church health and its resulting
growth. Finally, this paper includes a summary of the healthy characteristics of a growing
congregation.
This work focuses on the building of healthier congregations through effective
leadership as a goal while understanding the value of the process in achieving this goal.
João C. Lopes writes, “As one studies the dynamics of religious change, the issue of
leadership must not be ignored” (16). Effective leadership can be viewed as a process of
cause and effect revealed through the intentional formation involved in achieving
effective leadership in the church context. This formation requires time, effort, right
patterns, and biblical standards. The Gospel of John communicates this goal–God’s will
for humankind through Jesus Christ–as abundant life (10:10).
Relevant aspects were explored in order to assist the church in achieving its goal
of having a healthier life. The focus was put more on the formation of the leadership
rather than on church health and growth since my presupposition is that the latter are
natural consequences of the former. Christian Schwarz writes, “Healthy churches are
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growing churches, making more and better disciples in loving obedience to Christ” (3).
Dr. C. Peter Wagner writes about church health and growth:
It seems that one of the signs of good church health is growth. If a given
church is faithful to the Lord, and if it is in a healthy condition, God can
be expected to do what He did to the Church that came into being on the
Day of Pentecost. He will ordinarily add “to the church daily those who
[are] being saved” (Acts 2:47). Seeing new people come to Christ and
commit themselves to the Body of Christ is normal for healthy Christian
churches. (9)
The leader is defined in this paper as someone who is foremost a servant
according to the model of Jesus. Contemplating the characteristics of the leader is
necessary for identifying, equipping, and reproducing servant leaders. The process of
achieving the objective presents the reader with definitions and fundamental elements of
leadership, differences between secular and spiritual leadership, definitions of vision, and
means to be, equip, and reproduce servant leaders. These elements are intended to
provide an explanation of one of the most important and essential leader’s task–to
empower others and to reproduce his or her leadership. Greg Ogden writes about this
kind of leadership:
The church in general remains stunted, with only a small percentage of
God’s people having grown up with a view of themselves as authentic
ministers. The dependency model fosters emotionally sick pastors who
need a reliant church because they need to be needed. God’s people are
starved for responsible ministry, but are unable to break free from the
hierarchical model.
A far healthier model views the pastor, not as the caretaker of those who
can’t fend for themselves, but as the equipper who encourages and
provides a context to train all God’s people for ministry. (94)
Subsequently, these “laws of leadership” are a resource of ideas and concepts that
helps to establish a leadership group whose focus is on the building of a healthier
congregation.
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Servant Leadership
In identifying servant leaders, two important questions must be asked: “What is a
church?” and “What is a leader?”
A church is a group, a basic form of human association, but is also the ecclésia in
Greek–the body of Christ. The apostle Paul said that God puts all things under Jesus’ feet
and makes him the head of “the church, which is His body” (Eph. 1:22-23). As a group,
the church can be defined as people associated in an interactive process and linked to a
collective achievement. This interaction is what validates the analogy of the church with
a body, that is to say, a living, functioning, and dynamic organism.
As a group, the church needs to be led. This leadership needs to be provided by a
group, and this group consists of servant leaders. This is better developed when the
difference between secular and spiritual leadership is considered later in this paper. John
F. Kennedy once said, “The leader is a person who enables a person to mind the best in
himself for the benefit of all” (qtd. in Galloway, “Developing Leaders”).
The leader is that person who has responsibility over a situation and drives all the
potentialities of each member of the group to accomplish and reach a collective goal. In
fact, “leaders who want to succeed maximize every asset and resource they have for the
benefit of their organization” (Maxwell, 21 Laws 83). The leader is not the kind of person
who dominates, manipulates, or takes control–even when somebody can consider this just
a particular style. In Christian terms, the servant leader is that person who leads for the
benefit of the group rather than for one’s own benefit. Beyond doubt, “true leadership is
uncommon in today’s society because it’s not genuinely understood and has often been
misinterpreted” (Phillips xv).
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The search for a leader is a deeply rooted action, natural to the human being.
Everybody needs to be led. It is an anthropological base. David Burnett writes, “People
are seeking for clear lines of authority with strong leadership” (165). However, beyond
the anthropological foundations, leadership is needed so individual and corporate goals
can be achieved. Responsibilities must be delegated in the group to coordinate individual
efforts and define appropriate objectives. The leader is a master at catalyzing individual
energies, talents, gifts, and abilities.
A leader is every person who, because of his or her qualities, drives a group
toward the spontaneous participation of its members. Leadership is not achieved by
decree, the people give leadership. The leader is that person who is capable of bringing to
everyone interest, cooperation, and enthusiasm (from the Greek root meaning “to be full
of God”; en meaning full and Theos meaning God).
To lead is the ability to have influence as well as to be influenced by the group
through a process of personal relationships that happen and exist to conserve one or
several objectives that belong to all participants. Leadership is interaction:
Fundamental change in any body of people requires leaders capable of
transforming its life and being transformed themselves. The purpose of
leadership is to form and equip a people who demonstrate and announce
the purpose and direction of God through Jesus Christ. Such leadership,
through the agency of the Holy Spirit, works to create a people whose life
is a witness to Jesus Christ. (Guder 183-84)
True and good leadership only happens through consensual authority when the
group accepts and legitimatizes the authority of the leader. In the absence of consensual
authority an imposed leader will take place, which does not match Christian and biblical
standards.
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A Portrait of a Healthy Church
The Church is a living organism that will grow if it is healthy and will stagnate or
even die if it is not. If it is not growing, it is dying. Wagner writes, “It is only natural to
suppose that churches can be either sick or healthy, and that their health will influence
their growth” (13). Dr. Dale Galloway writes about a local church and its health:
A healthy church can be defined as one growing both in numbers and in
quality, both in winning people to Christ and in growing disciples into
strong Christians. If a church is not growing in these ways, then
something unhealthy is present to be corrected. (25)
Galloway continues, “A church cannot stand still. Either it will be a pioneer and
go forward or, if it becomes a settler, it will begin to die” (20/20 Vision 108). In fact, if a
church is not growing, it is falling back, it can never stand still.
Servant leaders help the body to grow, because the question is not church growth,
it is church health. Dr. Howard Hendrix in a lecture to the Beeson Class said, “You show
me a healthy church and I will show you a growing church!” Healthy churches are
reproducing churches. They not only produce new converts, but they produce new
churches. To be exact, they reproduce. In effect, “healthy reproducing churches need to
make more and better disciples of all people groups in North America and beyond”
(Logan). Consequently, healthy churches need servants of God to lead them in this
mission. Rick Warren says that “churches grow by the power of God through the skilled
effort of people” (59). A good leadership team cooperates with the group, bringing
balance to the whole congregation. Health occurs when faith, theory, and practices are
brought into balance in a church. Good leadership is essential for church growth. It is its
root. Unfortunately, as Christian Schwarz writes, “Some church growth concepts are so
focused on the fruit that they fail to consider the root that produces that fruit” (8). Then,
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as a balanced living organism, a healthy congregation is one that works effectively
according to its primary functions (i.e., evangelism, discipleship, fellowship, ministry,
and worship) growing numerically, spiritually, and in quality of ministry. The servant
leaders in a church thus built are people with God-given capacity and who walk in their
responsibility before him to influence positively the whole body toward the Lord’s
purpose for them: good health.
A Healthy Congregation
A healthy congregation is a consequence of good leadership. When a group of
well-formed leaders understand that they are called and named to care, to contribute to,
and to be faithful both to God and to God’s people, they will create a healthy church.
When they understand that they are to serve and to model the church and the community,
they will likely build a stronger and healthier congregation. According to this assumption,
“everything rises and falls on leadership” (Maxwell, 21 Laws 75) and, I would add,
servant leadership. From the church’s leadership team to each member of the group who
in turn will be leading other people as well, servant leadership is the basis of a well-lived
life before God and humankind.
Identifying the Characteristics of Servant Leadership
In order to be an effective servant leader, a person needs to have specific
characteristics that can qualify him or her as a church leader. Luke writes, “Therefore,
brethren, select among you seven men of good reputation, full of the Spirit of wisdom,
whom we may put in charge of this task” (Acts 6:3). Luke identifies that the group,
“brethren,” made the choice and that this person was selected from the group (i.e., from
the church: “select from among you”). The missiologist Eugene Nida also advocates,
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“The success of any religious movement is directly related to how indigenous the
leadership is” (Customs and Cultures 148). Luke also adds that the person who would be
chosen to serve, in other words the servant leader, should have a “good reputation,” a
characteristic related to others, and a filling of the Spirit, a characteristic related to God,
along with “wisdom,” a characteristic related to self. From the Lord’s perspective of his
Church, this is the kind of person who is able to be “in charge.”
When Moses was told to choose leaders to help him in his task of leading the
people of Israel, he was advised to “select out of all able men who fear God, men of truth,
those who hate dishonest gain” (Exod. 18:21). Here is further evidence that these are
indispensable characteristics for leadership.
The same principles are found in the model of Jesus:
It was at this time that He went off to the mountain to pray, and He spent
the whole night in prayer to God. And when the day came, He called His
disciples to Him and chose twelve of them, whom He also named as
apostles. (Luke 6:12-13)
Implicit in the expression, “It was at this time,” is the idea that a right time exists
to choose a leader–the Greek concept of kairós, divine time. In fact, one of the secrets of
good leadership development and reproduction is timing (i.e., knowing when and how to
empower others with leadership). The passage says, “He went off,” which gives the
perspective that to choose leaders requires application in prayer. Jesus went apart “to the
mountain.” By analogy, the mountain is a picture of getting close to God. He went to the
mountain “to pray.” Of course, leaders must be chosen through prayers and not just
through a prayer, thus, “he spent the whole night in prayer to God” (Luke 6:12).
Today’s meanings for the words, “And when the day came,” indicates that the
Lord would prefer to act with things clarified by the light of the day, i.e., with a good
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vision of the facts. “He called His disciples to Him,” points to the fact that once the basic
steps are taken for the choice, the task and the privilege of the leadership is an invitation
from the Lord. The right attitude is not to push anybody to accept a leadership function
but to invite in terms of a challenging invitation. It has to be much more a challenge than
an obligation. The Bible clearly says that Jesus called his disciples “and chose twelve of
them.” He did not call twelve men to be apostles. He called men to be his disciples and
chose among them, among those who accept His invitation, twelve “whom He also
named as apostles.” People are first of all called to be disciples and then invited to be
“also” servant leaders, as the Master invites them. The difference between disciples and
apostles can be seen here–the latter being the ones chosen to be invested with authority
and leadership over the former.
What Is Leadership?
Leadership is influence (Maxwell, Developing the Leader within 1). Leadership is
influencing people to follow in the achievement of a common goal. It is not about
imposed authority or stated position. Good leadership is the one given and supported by
the people. For instance, some pastors as a result of some models in today’s churches
seem not to understand this principle, especially in the beginning of their ministries. In
this way, as pastors are appointed to churches, they think they have leadership because
they were nominated leaders for those communities. However, even though they have
some kind of authority, as they begin their work in the church, they have no influence at
all. Influence is the fruit of friendship, fellowship, companionship, testimony, words, and
deeds through time and situations, not something that people accept by declaration. The
worse consequences come when, having no real authority by having yet no influence,
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these pastors impose their authority in order to accomplish something in or for the
community. This is the way to lose real authority and to lose the trail for good leadership
once and for all. Authority is something that people lose every time people use it.
True leadership is influence–not title, position, or pronouncement. London and
Wiseman put in writing the importance of true leadership:
No one can give a pastor leadership of a church by a one-time
appointment or election. Two monumental stumbling blocks prevent it: (1)
leadership is always earned and never bestowed, and (2) no one follows
those who do not lead. No call, contract, credential, or ecstatic religious
experience makes an individual a leader. The most impressive and
magnetic characteristic of the effective pastor/leader is single-minded
devotion to lead the people into the deeper depths of Christlikeness. (226)
Quoting Stanley Huffy, Maxwell writes, “It’s not the position that makes the
leader; it’s the leader that makes the position” (21 Laws 16). Thus, if the influence is
increased, leadership is increased. The issue here is not whether leaders have influence or
not, but what kind of influencers they will be. Naturally people never know exactly
whom or how much they influence, so they have to concentrate themselves in ways to
have positive influence on people around them. Good leadership is having positive
influence. Being a good leader is being the person others will gladly and confidently
follow.
Leadership is also the ability to obtain followers. Leadership is the capacity and
will to rally men and women to a common purpose and the character that inspires
confidence. Maxwell states, “My favorite leadership proverb is: He who thinketh he
leadeth and hath no one following him is only taking a walk” (Developing the Leader
within 1). For instance, leadership is a process whereby an individual positively
influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal.
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Leadership happens through motivation. Leadership happens by the ability of
getting a person to do what is necessary for him or her to do when a task needs to be done
because the person wants to do it. In this way, leadership can be understood as the
capacity to create a compelling vision, translate it into doable action, and sustain it in
such a way that others are motivated in doing the same and/or in supporting this given
vision. Quoting Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner, Galloway says that leadership is “the art
of mobilizing others to want to struggle for shared aspirations” (Galloway, “How to
Motivate Others”).
The vision aspect in leadership follows this line of thoughts. Leadership without
vision does not exist. Because of the vision, true leadership knows what to do next,
knows what is important, and knows how to bring appropriate resources to bear on the
need at hand. Leadership is the ability to have a vision and to engage, to motivate, and to
train others to accomplish a mutual goal. In the following paragraphs, the concept of
vision is better discussed.
Equipping Servant Leaders
Once leaders are identified, the next step is to work on their formation. In the
church the potential servant leaders–clergy or lay–are the ones who want to be doing
ministry instead of being in charge, the ones who like to be useful instead of giving
orders. These people can and should be found in every church. These people are present
in the churches of the sixth conference in Brazil. João C. Lopes writes about church
leadership in local churches in Brazil:
The lay leaders in the Sixth Conference come from the most diverse
professional background possible. They are mechanics, lawyers,
professional truck drivers, housewives, small business owners, carpenters,
plumbers, etc. They have had an experience of renewal and they want to
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participate more effectively in the life of the church. Many of them have
found opportunity for leadership roles whether in prayer meetings or in
other church activities. Some of them have even become involved in the
ministry of preaching. Their preaching style is usually charismatic and
emotional, and most church members accept their “unofficial” authority
and gladly welcome their leadership style. (187-88)
The process of identifying and equipping servant leaders must begin with a group
within the church. The characteristics of the church, the plan, the goals, and the daily
routine will determine what kind of leader is desired and needed. The situation prescribes
the required servant leader. As John Maxwell writes, “The challenge of the moment often
determines the leader for that challenge” (17 Indisputable Laws 51).
Different levels of leadership and different types of people with appropriate skills
and qualities should be trained and developed for each particular task. Nevertheless,
every Christian can and should be equipped for a task within the body of Christ.
Although every believer can be a potential servant leader, discerning the suitable chore
for each member of the assembly is important. Doug Banister writes about how great
leaders usually are viewed:
I look at pastors like Bill Hybels of Willow Creek or Jack Hayford of the
Church on the Way in Van Nuys, California, and say, “Now that is what a
mega church pastor looks like!” These men are strong, bold, visionary
leaders who are spiritually sensitive but have the leadership skills to match
any corporate CEO. I don’t. (35)
The most fundamental issue in equipping church leaders is to determine what
resources they will need. When Jethro advised Moses on his leadership style to Israel, he
told him, “Teach them the statutes and the laws, and make known to them the way in
which they are to walk and the work they are to do” (Exod. 18:20). The last part of this
verse highlights the importance of the laity ministry within the people of God. The words,
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“the work they [emphasis mine] are to do” draws attention to the importance of the
delegation in church. Thomas Oden writes about delegation:
The pastor had best not to do anything that the body itself could do. The
pastor’s primary task is to equip the body, not to try to do everything for
the laity. It is pride and an overweening need to control that causes the
pastor to attempt to do the work of the entire congregation. (156)
The basic task of a leader is primarily to help the group in its organization and
effectiveness as well as the development of its programs and plans. It is a position of
service not of power. It is a function; therefore, a leader must be prepared to sacrifice his
or her own desires in order to better serve the group, the church, and essentially all of
humanity.
More than ever, twenty-first century Christians need to understand the basic
difference between imposing and leading. To impose is to make a group work so that
goals and objectives can be reached and fulfilled. When authority is imposed, then
leadership degenerates into a façade. Legitimate authority has at its foundation
consensual group acceptance, voluntary mobilization of its members, and support of the
leader because of his or her usefulness:
A core characteristic of the twenty-first century church is the mobilization
of the laity. In 21st Century churches, there is a high value placed on
mobilization with each person seen as having a gift, role and place to
serve. There is a systematic approach to the process of identifying gifts
and talents, equipping/coaching and placement for service and
mobilization is implemented by a leadership team with a designated point
person for lay mobilization. (Slaughter 112)
This assumption leads to two needed clarifications: Real leadership and the
difference between secular and spiritual leadership.
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Differences between Secular and Spiritual Leadership
Leadership is defined as “the position, office, or term of a leader; to direct the
operations, the capacity to be a leader, or performance of; to go to head of; a position at
the front, a principal role” (Leadership 743). These definitions give a good idea on the
secular view and concept of leadership: position, role, and authority to guide or to give
orders, command, and authority related to status. The leader in most cases is the one to be
served. Secular leadership is achieved by imposition of money, power, and/or status, and
typically it is not interested in reaching mutual benefits but its own goals.
Leadership in the church, however, is very unique. Staff and non-staff, clergy and
lay leaders compose it. It is a volunteer involvement of people who can impact and
influence others, and it does not make any difference if a leader is clergy or lay.
Respecting the different functions, everyone should be there to serve. Nevertheless, a
tension arises in the real world. This strain is many times caused by the concept of the
spiritual importance, where clergy would be more significant than regular people.
Consequently, it raises the need of better educating church people in the comprehension
that clergy are not paid to be what they are. They are paid to do what they do since they
are people formally trained and committed to do the work of the ministry.
Spiritual leadership is service. In fact, there is no real spiritual leadership unless
others are being served. According to the example and the model of Jesus who came not
to be served but to serve (Matt. 20:28), the spiritual leader is the one who exists to serve.
In this perspective, real leadership is spiritual leadership since it is neither selfish nor
imposed.
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A spiritual leader is a servant. According to Luke, a dispute arose among the
disciples of Jesus about who would be the greatest (22:24-27). Humankind continues to
follow this model today because people are proud by nature, and people look for power
instead of influence because they have a tendency to confuse power with authority. The
spiritual leader has in Jesus his or her model of authority by service. Jesus says, “But I
am among you as the one who serves” (Luke 22:27). By the biblical model, a leader is
not a master but a servant. Jesus also says, “For I gave you an example that you also
should do as I did to you” (John 13:15).
Spiritual leadership is being the person others will cheerfully and assertively
follow. It is not forced but accepted. Spiritual leaders know the difference between being
the boss and being the leader. Bosses are tolerated while leaders are gladly received.
Spiritual leaders are not leaders by position but by quality while bosses are merely
positional. People will not follow positional leaders beyond their stated authority. The
boss could be anyone who is put over other people by means of different types of power;
while, the true leader is unique. Spiritual leaders are what they are–nothing more, nothing
less. Nobody can make them leaders; nobody can remove their leadership. Spiritual
leadership has nothing to do with position; it has to do with disposition.
True leaders stand for all that is right, for God’s will and for the vision they have
from the Lord. Selfish economic interests and pressures usually motivate secular leaders.
Spiritual leaders are honest to themselves, to others, and to God. They are self-evident.
On the other hand, secular leaders will work on being what they have to be in order to
keep their position, to climb to a higher level, to please the ones they are serving (even
themselves), or to achieve material objectives.
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Spiritual leaders are persons involved in a process of influencing positively as
well as being positively influenced by others and developing people in order to
accomplish a higher purpose by means of supernatural godly power. They are not
manipulative but inspirational and interactive. Here is good advice from Gordon Fee:
Since the ultimate goal of salvation is for us individually to belong as a
growing contributing, edifying member of the people of God, others in the
body exist for the same purpose, and thus should serve you in the same
way. Don’t try to be a lone ranger Christian, slugging it out on your own.
Seek out those in the community to whom you can be accountable and let
them join you in your desire to grow into Christ likeness. (138)
Since manipulation, by definition, is influencing people for personal benefit, the
spiritual leader follows the model of Jesus who influenced and still influences people for
mutual benefit and for their own good.
Secular leadership focuses on material profit and human success. Spiritual
leadership receives and obeys a vision given by God through the Holy Spirit. Spiritual
leaders give vision to their followers.
True leaders understand that leadership is responsibility and service rather than
position, privilege, or title. For instance, leadership is not about title but about influence.
Leaders need to lead through example much more than through words. Their lives have
to positively motivate others to follow the God-given vision.
True servant leadership also understands and practices the important biblical
concept of unity found in John 17 and Ephesians 4:1-16, that is one God, one people, one
ministry. Ogden writes about unity in ministry:
By comparing the images of organism and institution, the author has been
suggesting the need for a new starting point in our concept of the church:
For the people of God to enter fully into their ministry we must come to
see that there is only one people and one ministry, not two peoples–clergy
and laity–a view that inevitably leads to two ministries. In other words,
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what kind of lens we use to view the church will affect the kind of church
we produce. (56)
What Is Vision?
Vision is an indispensable element of leadership. “Great vision precedes great
achievement” (Maxwell, 17Indispensable Laws 91). Literally vision is what is seen ahead
as the goal for a group. To be a leader is to be able to see the objective. To be a leader is
to have the ability to see further and to have a vision that does not fall short of the
group’s vision. A leader sees possibilities and potentialities. A leader sees what others
cannot see. To have vision implies the establishment of goals and objectives, to know
where and what is the reaching point. The leader is the person who establishes priorities
and makes decisions in harmony with the vision for the accomplishment of its objectives.
The leader prioritizes the actions of the group. To prioritize means not just to do the right
things but also to do the right things well in accordance with the vision.
The leader is visionary, more or less, in the sense of an old Brazilian saying: “The
one who says it cannot be done should not interrupt the one who is doing it.” The leader
is, because of his or her visionary characteristic, a can-do person.
Leadership is vision in action. It is practical. According to Leroy Eims, “A leader
is one who sees more than others see, who sees farther than others see, and who sees
before others do” (qtd. in Maxwell, 21 Laws 37). Vision is one of the fundamental
elements of leadership as well as one of its laws. A leader must be a person of vision, and
without vision no leadership exists. Who you are dictates what you see, what you see
dictates where you go, and what you are and see dictates if others will follow you or not.
“Anyone can steer a ship, but it takes a leader to chart the course” (33).
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Vision is the ability to see the opportunities within current circumstances. A
leader will not be looking for the right conditions to come so he or she can do what is
needed but will look for opportunities in the present situation. A true leader sees the
potentialities and the possibilities.
Vision is fundamental. “Everything begins with a vision” (Galloway, “The Power
of Vision”). Vision determines what is to be done. If God has given the vision for
something, not only does this need to be done, but also surely this can be done.
Leaders are vision-driven people. It is a part of their life. God gives vision to them
as a part of his divine plan. Then leaders become passionate for their vision, and their
passion fuels their vision. This is a wonderful and a very positive gift that makes people
more likely to buy into the leader’s vision.
Vision makes leaders so passionate for what they see that they are not afraid to
ask people for help in obtaining their vision; thus, vision is also a great enlistment tool.
Dale Galloway et al. writes, “Leadership begins with vision. When people buy into your
vision, they buy into your leadership. The first job of the leader is to cast vision–to help
people see the potentials before them” (Making Church Relevant 42). Though, “for vision
to become effective it must be simple enough to be remembered and specific enough to
give direction” (Barna 34).
Leaders with vision see the big picture. They have the ability to see what needs to
be done next. They understand that the common goal is much more important than
individual roles or particular interests and keep promoting the necessary steps towards the
envisioned achievement. They keep things in perspective as they do not allow themselves
or anybody else to become the center of the mission. As Maxwell writes, “If you think
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you are the entire picture, you will never see the big picture” (Maxwell, 17 Indisputable
Laws 17). This point naturally leads to the question of how does one become a leader.
How to Become a Leader
To be loved and admired does not necessarily mean that a person is a leader.
Popularity is not synonymous to leadership; therefore, the way to leadership is not the
search for fame. The leader is the one who has followers. People will follow a good,
convincing, and coherent example and a clear vision. As Lee Iacocca once said,
“Leadership means setting an example. When you find yourself in a position of
leadership, people follow your every move” (Iacocca and Novak 49).
First of all, leadership can and must be learned. Leaders are developed. They are
not born leaders. Essential aspects and characteristics of leadership are results of an
educational process of learning and a life of interaction; thus, some fundamental elements
of the leadership must be shaped and learned in the leader’s life.
1. Leadership happens by influence. If a person is not capable of having positive
influence on others, he or she will never be able to lead a group. When real leaders speak,
people listen because the attitudes of leaders affect those around them and their words
speak loudly. A leader influences others positively through positive attitudes. More than
words, the conduct of leaders is what truly speaks to a group. Leaders are the ones who
maintain a positive attitude. Attitude is a choice and determines people’s posture in life
and in ministry. People will assimilate the leader’s attitude, and those attitudes will
positively affect people around them.
2. Leadership is improved by empowerment. A leader encourages people to work
with people. Stanley C. Gault says, “We don’t work for each other; we work with each
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other” (qtd. in Maxwell, 17 Indisputable Laws 121). Indeed, “a leader’s success can be
defined as the maximum utilization of the abilities of those under him” (Maxwell,
Developing the Leaders around 15). Through example, behavior, and care, a leader
encourages the group so that each one can give their best for a collective success. Only
secure leaders empower and encourage others to act and, thus, perpetuate leadership. This
is exactly what Jesus did and, of course, expects his followers to do. According to the
gospel of John, the Master says, “As my Father hath sent me, even so send I you”
(20:21). Those who are close to a leader determine his or her potential and legacy. The
people’s capacity to achieve is determined by their leader’s ability and courage to
empower them for present goals and to motivate them for the future. In this way today’s
followers will be tomorrow’s leaders and so forth. This aspect will be further explained
later; however, here is what John Stott has to say about leadership empowerment:
The New Testament concept of the pastor is not of a person who jealously
guards all ministry in his own hands, and successfully squashes all lay
initiatives, but of one who helps and encourages all of God’s people to
discover, develop and exercise their gifts. His teaching and training are
directed to this end, to enable the people of God to be a servant people,
ministering actively but humbly according to their gifts in a world of
alienation and pain. Thus, instead of monopolizing all ministry himself, he
actually multiplies ministries. (167)
3. Leadership equips and strengthens people so that they can use their gifts and
abilities. Actually, in the Christian context this comes to fulfill a church’s need because
“no church with more than fifty members can be effective in pastoral care without
enlisting and enabling lay people to do the daily work of that care” (Galloway, Small
Group 9). To equip those who are under their leadership is a primary responsibility of
leaders. They form people and cannot expect that any person be already fully prepared
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for any given task. Leadership begins with natural gifts and abilities, which can also be
increased by learning.
The level of a person’s leadership determines his or her level of effectiveness. In
fact, the increasing of one’s ability to lead proportionately increases the effects of the
leader’s work. Newbigin writes, “The full participation of the members of a body in its
activity does not happen without leadership. The business of leadership is precisely to
enable, encourage, and sustain the activity of all members” (235). According to John
Maxwell, empowerment is essential to a good leadership:
A leader is great, not because of his o her power, but because of his or her
ability to empower others. Success without a successor is failure. A
worker’s main responsibility is doing the work himself. A leader’s main
responsibility is developing others to do the work. (Developing the Leader
within 9)
Leaders find a way to make things happen; otherwise, they are not truly leaders.
They find a way for the team to win, even if they have to start a new game.
However, even more important than being a leader is becoming a leader of leaders
since the common Christian’s understanding is that they are leaders by nature and are to
be leading others to the Christian life as they were once led. A good leader is not only the
one who leads to win but also the one who forms other leaders to win. A good leader is
the one who will, in time, have a team of leaders.
How to Become a Leader of Leaders
To lead is to reproduce, and Christians are to generate other Christians. Leaders
raise up other leaders–Christians produce and firm other Christians. According to Greg
Ogden leaders are to equip the believers for the ministry of the church:
The goal of leadership in an equipping ministry is for all believers to
accept before God their responsibility to be stewards of their gifts and call
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in order to make a contribution to the health of the whole body of Christ.
(163)
Most leaders are influenced by other leaders. To build up every Christian as a
leader is a leader’s task. Truly to say, although some Christians have a higher level of
leadership, some level of Christian leadership is expected of all believers. Spiritual
leadership is not only a pastor’s privilege, but it is, at the same time, a special privilege.
Serving as a leader of God’s people is a very special privilege and a great
responsibility. Though every believer has direct access and accountability
to God, a spiritual leader carries much responsibility for the condition of
God’s people. He is also judged more severely if he leads God’s people
astray (James 3). Spiritual leadership is to follow the Lord. Anytime you
have an assignment from God that places you in a teaching or leadership
position over other believers, you have a role in providing spiritual
leadership to that group. (Blackaby and King 125)

“Leaders develop leaders; followers do not. To add growth, lead followers. To
multiply, lead leaders. This is a rule” (Galloway, “Developing Leaders”). The key word
here is multiplication:
A tree does not keep getting bigger; it brings forth new trees, which in turn
produce more trees. The true fruit of an apple tree is not an apple, but
another tree; the true fruit of a small group is not a new Christian, but
another group; the true fruit of a church is not a new group, but a new
church; the true fruit of a leader is not a follower, but a new leader; the
true fruit of an evangelist is not a convert, but new evangelists. (Schwarz
68)
In fact, a leader’s lasting value is measured by his or her succession. As a group,
the church needs a team of good leaders to succeed. A legacy in leadership is a legacy
only when the leader puts the group in the position of doing great things without him or
her. As Jesus stated, “He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and
greater works than these shall he do” (John 14:12).
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To become a leader of leaders is important because in doing so one can multiply
his or her leadership. This must be an intentional action since true leaders are not
developed by accident. Leadership development is a process. It is developed daily, not in
a day. People just do not trust others immediately. To lead is an ongoing process. Jesus
lived three years with the disciples establishing his relationship and role as leader for
them so they could be leaders as well. The apostles had a hard time building their
leadership abilities and acceptability as such. Although Paul’s leadership is
unquestionable today, he died without a high level of acceptance in the early Church. So,
the way for leadership to be multiplied through other leaders is a matter of investigation.
To grow leaders is a leader’s task, responsibility, and privilege. It comes through the
following means:
Motivation
People, especially potential leaders, need to be motivated in positive and not in
negative ways. Motivation happens through example; thus, it is a principle of
demonstration and delegation. Jesus clearly says, “I have set the example and you also
should do as I have done” (John 13:15). Following Jesus’ example, in investing in others
to make them leaders, is important to give them opportunities to make decisions so they
can be learn from practice. The truth here is that “people cannot be trained in leadership
without making decisions (even the wrong ones) and having to take the full consequences
of such decisions” (Nida, Message and Mission 260).
Process
Growing leaders takes time, effort, and willingness. Leaders need to be
intentionally developed, and this does not happen at once. People are not born leaders;
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they are born with potentiality. A common mistake is to look for full-grown leaders and
in doing so missing those who have not yet developed potential.
Selection
Selecting potential leaders is to look for some characteristics in people that will be
invested with time and effort so they can be developed as leaders. Dr. Dale Galloway
clearly highlighted some of these characteristics in his lectures to the Beeson class:
•

Leaders should be people that have a heart for God. Nobody can be a leader in

the work of God if, first of all, this person has not a true and sincere love for the Lord and
for his Church.
•

Leaders should be people that always have positive attitude. Negative people

will not be good leaders. They will negatively influence others.
•

Leaders should be people that nurture a desire to grow. One of the most

important characteristics that a leader has to have is the to be a learner.
•

Leaders should be loyal people. Trustworthiness is essential to a leader. A

leader has to be loyal and faithful in every aspect both to God and to others.
•

Leaders should be people of integrity. A person’s reputation–what others

think and more importantly character–who the person really is–will positively impact
leadership.
•

Leaders should be people that share vision. A leader must be a person who is

able to share the vision with others and to work this vision with common sense.
•

Leaders should always maintain an attitude of gratitude. Although they are not

complacent, leaders are content in the presence of God.
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•

Leaders should be people with the ability of to influence others. This

characteristic is essential since nobody is really a leader without influencing others
positively.
•

Leaders should be people that have a heart full of love for people. Christian

leaders need to love people and also have to have people skills. This is a must have
characteristic.
•

Leaders should be Spirit empowered people. Nobody can do the work of God

unless by the Spirit of God. Leaders in church are people who know it and live it
(“Developing Leaders”).
Once potential leaders with the above characteristics are identified and selected
and through a long-term process, they are intentionally, positively motivated, and new
servant leaders are being born.
The process of being leader and developing leaders as a way toward building
healthier congregations reveals possibilities and hopes for investing in such tasks. Far
from being complete and exhaustive in this theme, this study is written in an attempt to
learn how best to achieve the Lord’s volition for his Church.
Because the church is a group joined together by a superior purpose in the name
of Jesus Christ and because it is in constant need of effective leadership, the primary
understanding that results is that leaders must be an effective servant leaders who lead for
the benefit of all, rather than for themselves. Leaders must intentionally multiply their
leadership through other reproduced leaders. Naturally, leaders must have proper
characteristics and, in order to serve the church, they are chosen from among the group
and gladly and boldly accept the invitation and the challenge to lead.
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An effective leadership is the consequential product of an existing well-formed
leadership that is also intentionally reproducing itself in an ongoing process. The power
of God, through the efforts of God’s servant leaders, can materialize the effective
leadership in his Church that will be healthier and will grow.
Knowing the Laws of Leadership
Leadership is an art shaped by rules. To know and to understand these unwritten
laws is the key to the formation of a leadership that results in a healthier congregation.
John C. Maxwell writes, “Follow them and people will follow you” (21 Laws 32).
1. Leadership is ability. Leadership begins with natural gifts, but even so it
has to be learned and increased. The level of a person’s leadership determines his or her
level of effectiveness. The increasing of one’s ability in leading proportionately increases
the effects of the leader’s work.
2. Leadership is measured by positive influence. Influence is a constant
two-way street; however, positive influence is desired from leaders. Attitudes of leaders
affect those around them and their words speak loudly. To influence is to lead while the
opposite is true.
3. Leadership is a process. No one can become a leader overnight. Time is
needed so leadership can be established and developed.
4. Leadership is vision. According to Leroy Eims, “A leader is one who
sees more than others see, who sees farther than others see, and who sees before others
do” (qtd. in Maxwell, 21 Laws 37). Vision is one of the fundamental elements of
leadership as well as one of its laws. A leader must be a person of vision because without
vision leadership cannot exist. The ones who lead need to see where they are taking the
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others. Who they are dictates what they see, what they see dictates where they go, and
what they are and see dictates if others will follow them or not.
5. Leadership is ruled by respect. People naturally will follow one who is
stronger than they are. Of course, leadership is not a matter of force but of power–power
of character, integrity, and faith. If leaders are stronger in these areas than others, they
will respect them and follow. Good leaders will also respect the good characteristics in
others.
6. Leadership is based upon intuition. Leaders evaluate everything through
leadership patterns. They are intuitive for that. Leaders are formed by their natural
abilities plus the learned skills that create the intuition of leaders. Being sensitive to the
moment is a great tool for a leader. Leaders are the ones who by intuition gets things
started in the right time.
7. Leadership is improved by empowering others and, thus, perpetuating
leadership. This is exactly what Jesus did and, of course, expects his followers to do.
According to the Gospel of John, the Master says, “As my Father hath sent me, even so
send I you” (20:21). The potential and legacy of leaders are determined by the ones
empowered by them. The people’s capacity to achieve is determined by their leader’s
ability, courage, and vision to empower them for present goals and to motivate them for
the future. In this way today’s followers will be tomorrow’s leaders. In leadership,
empowerment is a tool for reproduction.
8. Leadership includes establishing priorities. Jesus’ ministry clearly
demonstrated this point. As he was about to be baptized, he answered John the Baptist’s
resistance by saying, “Suffer it to be so now: for thus it becometh us to fulfill all
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righteousness. Then he suffered him” (Matt. 3:15). Leaders understand that activity is not
necessarily accomplishment. In leading, what to do is as important as when to do it. This
concept leads to the importance of timing.
9. Leadership is a question of timing. When the right leader and the right
timing come together, amazing things can happen. Galatians 4:4 says, “But when the
fullness of time was come, God sent forth his Son.” Jesus himself was wise in the use of
timing: “From that time Jesus began to preach” (Matt. 3:17) and “From that time forth
began Jesus to shew unto his disciples” (Matt. 16:21). Sensitivity to time rules leadership:
Results of timing: Wrong action in the wrong time results in disaster.
Right action in the wrong time results in resistance. Wrong action in the
right time results in mistake. Right action in the right time results in
success. Timing missed, opportunity gone. (Maxwell, 21 Laws 45)
Some accomplishments simply cannot be reached if one has poor timing.
10. To lead is to reproduce. Most leaders become leaders by the influence
of another leader or leaders. Leaders develop leaders. The lasting value of a leader is
measured by succession. A legacy in leadership is a legacy only when leaders put the
group in the position of doing great things without them. As Jesus states, “He that
believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater works than these shall
he do” (John 14:12).
Summary Characteristics of Healthy Congregations
Inspired by the first chapter of Christian Schwarz’s book Natural Church
Development and by the lessons received from the Leadership Class in the Beeson
program, the following outlines the main characteristics of a healthy church.
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Clear-Cut Vision
Clear-cut vision is much more than a committee putting together some programs
or a mission statement. “You cannot solve tomorrow’s problems with today’s solutions”
(Maxwell, 17 indisputable 170). True Christian leadership receives long-term vision from
God through the Holy Spirit. Lay and clergy leadership come together on the vision. The
vision is cast, and people follow it. “When people buy into your vision, they buy into
your dream” (Galloway, “The Power of Vision”).
Passion for the Lost
“A great commitment to the Great Commission and the Great Commandment will
grow a great church” (Warren 102). Passion is essential to the success of any
congregation. In point of fact, vision carries out the mission of a church, but passion fuels
the vision. Visiting some cutting-edge, healthy, growing churches, I have observed that
the pastor always had a passion for the lost. As John Wesley once says, “You have
nothing to do but save souls. Therefore, spend and be spent in this work. And go always,
not only to those that want you, but to those that you want” (qtd. in Whiteman).
Complacency is the death of evangelism. What leaders do if they do not have any passion
is a justifiable concern. What pastors do if their passion is low is also a matter of great
concern. When leaders have a passion that is burning out of their inner being, they have a
sense of urgency about the gospel. Jesus says, “I must work the work of him that sent me
while it is yet day, for the night cometh when no man can work” (John 9:4). A very
important core value in a healthy, growing church is that lost people matter to God and,
therefore, they matter to the church.
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Shared Ministry
“Only what we share multiplies. What we hoard by being elitist clergy dies,” said
Dr. Galloway (“Sharing Ministry Together”). Lay people are not passengers on the ship,
they are the crew. In every cutting-edge, apostolic church that is reaching people, George
Hunter observes, “Lay people are given permission to do ministry, and there is gift
orientation and placement into ministry according to gifts” (“Church Growth in
Secular”). In church as in life, people really do need each other; therefore, church people
should live and act as the priesthood of all believers. This is not only the past basis for
the evangelical church but it is also its future:
In the church of the future, pastors and people will remain
dependent on the Holy Spirit to make His gifts available for
mutually edifying one-another ministry. Pastors will genuinely
encourage ministry by the laity, despite centuries of modeling to
the contrary. Laity, given the opportunity, will invest time, energy,
and money to learn the skills required to do a competent job of
pastoring. (George 155-56)
Empowered Leaders
Truly, a leader is not someone who does the work of ten people but a
leader is someone who motivates ten people to do the work of ten people.
Effective leaders today are those who think in terms of multiplication. Everyone
has limitations of resources and personnel. So, how to multiply and maximize
what leaders have is a matter worthy of investigation. Multiplication takes place
through leadership development. Build leaders and they will build ministries.
Fervent Spirituality
“Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, serving the Lord”
(Rom. 12:11). Healthy churches have a strong focus on prayer. In these churches
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prayer is the lifeline, and the Scriptures–the Word of God–are taught, believed,
and applied, and the Holy Spirit is honored and given priority in ministry and in
lives. Prayer connects all kinds of people. They have a well thought-out plan and
implementation for bringing people to new and deeper levels of commitment in
the Christian life through prayer.
Flexible Functional Structure
Simple organizational structures facilitates ministry. Healthy and growing
congregations seek the most simple administration system possible. Organization cannot
come in the first place. Systems should be put in place that get the desired results.
Celebrative Worship
Cutting-edge churches that are reaching people today are culturally relevant in
their worship services both in the music and the preaching while being rooted in the
gospel. Some big issues about worship need considered: (1) The purpose of the worship.
(2) The better way to keep growing people in worship. (3) The people targeted to be
reached in and through worship. (4) The kind of music our target people listen. (5) From
what generation they come. (6) The level of understanding of Christianity these people
have. (7) Their needs and how should they be addressed. Another major question that is
needed to answer is whether leaders want people to really participate in the worship or
only to be spectators. Worship is a wonderful, marvelous mystery. Nothing is greater in
this world than to be in a service where people’s spirit meets with God’s spirit. That is the
highest moment in a person’s life and in the life of the church.
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Connecting Small Groups
Today’s people are disconnected. Small groups connect people with God, each
other, and the church. E. Stanley Jones said that “in a group everyone is a teacher and
everyone is taught” (qtd. in Galloway, “Sharing Ministry Together”). In a group,
everyone is a caregiver and everyone is given care. In a small group, everyone is a
minister and everyone receives ministry. In healthy churches leaders have thought out
what is the purpose of their small groups and carry out that purpose. In a healthy small
group system recruiting, training, supervision, accountability, team building and on-going
leadership development are realities. Small groups facilitate every member of the body in
exercising his or her gifts and/or ministry. Thus, the small group is a way for the ministry
of the church to be. Michael Slaughter correctly writes about it:
The call of God is not only for those involved in professional ministry.
God has created every human being with a divine purpose. The greatest
thing we can do for another human being is to help each person discover
God’s call! (112)
Not coincidentally, nineteen of the twenty largest churches in the world have
multiplying small group ministries, according to Ralph Neighbour (qtd. in Galloway,
“Sharing Ministry Together”). This is what Banister writes on the subject:
Small groups have been around since Jesus started one with some Galilean
fishermen. Since the Reformation, small groups have played a vital role in
renewing the church. The Pietists made them the center of their strategy to
renew the churches of Western Europe. John Wesley’s ministry left
behind a powerful movement while the influence of his peer and fellow
evangelist George Whitefield faded with his death. Why? Wesley placed
his people into small groups while Whitefield did not. (68)
Small groups should be not just an add-on or an appendage, but they are to be the
circulatory system of the body of Christ.
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Seeker-Friendly Evangelism
Cutting-edge churches have many different ways in which they do evangelism;
however, they all do it intentionally. They are willing to experiment with new paradigms
to find out what works today. Friendly evangelism is meeting people at their point of
need by providing appropriate ministries. Finding a need and meeting it is a good way of
doing ministry. Finding a hurt and healing it is a formula to avoid scarcity of people.
Growing churches have events and seminars that attract the unchurched and use small
groups as a natural way to do friendship evangelism. The seeker-friendly church is
culturally relevant while being biblically rooted. They are in the world, but they are not of
the world. In growing churches and in churches that are not growing, people have the
same number of contacts with unchurched people. In the churches that are growing,
people have raised their awareness of their unchurched friends and are fostering those
relationships. Small things done with great love will change the world is the motto for the
Vineyard Community Church in Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.
Loving Relationships
“A new commandment I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you
must love one another. All men will know that you are my disciples if you love one
another” (John 13:34-35). As a group within the body of Christ, “Christians need
relationships to grow. We don’t grow in isolation; we develop in the context of
fellowship” (Warren 339). Romans 12:10 says, “Be devoted to one another in brotherly
love.” Christians should have a love-based relationship and should be devoted to one
another:
This introduces us to another powerful metaphor for the church. The
Greek word Philadelphia, “brotherly love,” refers to family relationships.
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Applied to the church, Paul was referring to the love that brothers and
sisters in Christ should have for each other. (Getz and Wall 61)
Conclusion
Each facet of leadership concepts offered and discussed in this chapter has the
intention of providing good and biblical basis for a better comprehension of the church’s
dependence on the leadership issue in the attaining health and growth. My purpose is not
to present a formula or a technique for church health and growth but to offer relevant
beliefs and thoughts for the implementation of genuine natural conditions for church
development. Christian Schwarz states that we should not attempt to crate church growth:
While it is clear that growth (in nature) cannot be “made” or forced, it is
important to keep the environmental resistance to a minimum in order to
create the best possible conditions for growth. The same is true for church
development. We should not attempt to “manufacture” church growth, but
rather to release the biotic potential which God has put into every church.
It is our task to minimize the obstacles to growth (the “environmental
resistance”)–both inside and outside the church. (10)
My conviction is that servant and spiritual leadership are healthy necessities for a
healthy church. They minimize obstacles to growth. This kind of leadership does not
need to be restricted to clergy but empowered by the clergy and can be carried out by the
active involvement of the laity. It connects well with the twenty-first century’s culture
which values people’s participation in its activities more and more. Servant leadership
facilitates communication, which according to Bennett and Stewart is “interaction among
people which facilitates cooperation in work or sharing in daily activities” (153).
Leadership formation can be a successful way to connect clergy and laity in the
task of doing the work of God in this world. It places pastors and lay leaders together in
ministry to avoid conflicts. Doug Banister writes, “I am watching God raise up a new
generation of Christians who aren’t interested in fighting yesterday’s battles. They are
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hungry for the Word and thirsty for the Spirit. They are tired of ‘either-or.’ They want
both” (20).
Leadership formation follows biblical models, and it is sensitive to today’s culture
as well. Gibson and Willhite write, “Day after day, our culture sends us signals” (85).
“Each generation develops out its own history and culture and speaks its own language”
(Craddock 49). Hence, leadership formation is sensitive both to the Bible and to the
culture as it allows all the people of God to serve actively in his kingdom.
Leadership formation can also compensate for some traditional church’s problems
such as a lack of lay participation and short-term pastorates. Newbigin writes about this
subject:
It is the whole Church which is called to be–in Christ–a royal priesthood,
that every member of the body is called to the exercise of this priesthood,
and that this priesthood is to be exercised in the daily life and work of
Christians in the secular work and business of the World. (235)
Thus, being culturally relevant, leadership formation can actually motivate church
people to volunteer for a more effective and participative service to God. Hunter says,
“The church is learning what the U. S. government has learned–that you get much better
performance from a volunteer army than from a force of draftees” (Church for the
Unchurched 124). Recognized volunteer work can give to laity a much stronger sense of
ownership and responsibility for the church by making of them lay leaders or lay pastors
instead of making of them only and forever laypeople. Pastoral transitions can also be
helped since pastoral longevity is a very important factor for church health and growth.
When clergy pastors have to move, the lay pastors will be there to give continuity to the
mission of the church. As Rick Warren writes, “A long pastorate does not guarantee a
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church will grow, but changing pastors every few years guarantees a church won’t grow”
(31).
Without proper philosophy and theology of leadership, the consequential lack of
various health characteristics will directly affect the ability of a church to reach
effectively and to minister adequately to more people and to grow. A healthy church must
seek to know and to follow biblical patterns as cited.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The Problem and the Purpose
As the review of the literature appears to indicate, churches can become healthier
as a result of having good servant leadership and the presence of some essential
characteristics. However, although servant leaders need to be people gifted with some
innate qualities, good servant leaders are not born as such. They need to be purposely
formed. Having a healthier congregation is also not achieved by accident but is
intentional.
The purpose of this study is to describe the importance of the leadership
formation and hopefully to provide an applicable model of how to form leadership for the
obtaining of healthier churches in the sixth conference in Brazil. This work seeks to
answer the questions: “Is leadership formation really essential to the existence of a
healthy church?” and “How can leadership formation be useful for the building of
healthier congregations in the sixth conference of the Methodist Church in Brazil?”
Research Methods
This paper is based on a survey research with its general methods and specific
procedures. According to Wiersma, “A variety of studies can come under the heading of
survey research. Generally, survey research deals with incidence, distribution, and
relationships of educational, psychological, and sociological variables. No experimental
variables are manipulated” (14). Thus, in this work variables are studied as they exist and
appear in the situation. However, this paper is not limited to the describing of the status
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quo of the surveyed churches or the condition of the sixth conference but it attempts to
determine the relationships and effects present and occurring between the variables.
Isadore Newman and Keith McNeil writes, “One does not develop a survey in a
vacuum. There is always a purpose for that survey” (1). Likewise, this survey was
designed to find out specific information in order to identify the real correlation among
leadership, church health, and church growth and its incidence in the sixth conference of
the Methodist Church in Brazil. It will trail the following stepladder: Planning,
development and application of sampling plan, creation of questionnaire, data collection,
translation of data, analysis, and conclusions.
The tactic of performing this survey involves a sequence of detailed steps, each of
which was carefully planned. The first stair is the defining of the research problem that is
explained in the chapter 1: the significance of church leadership formation, its
correspondence to the healthiness of churches, and their probable consequential growth.
The following step is the development of the sampling plan. It was decided that all the
full-time pastors of the churches in the sixth conference would be assessed. The next
major step was the preparation for data collection. The instruments for the questionnaires
were constructed. Specific types of probable data generated by the questionnaires were
acknowledged, and how the data would be tabulated, summarized, and analyzed was
identified. Initial drafts of the questionnaire were tried out and tested with other pastors
in the U. S. as a pilot. The purpose of the pilot was to check for ambiguity, lack of clarity,
or poorly prepared questions. The pilot was run only with a limited number of people,
five to be more specific. After this “measurement instrument” (Wiersma 165) was judged
adequate, the data collection began. The findings data, the responses to the
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questionnaires, were then synthesized, categorized, and translated in technical terms for
analysis. Finally, the data analyses were dependent on the nature of the conceived
information. Consequentially, the analysis took forms that allowed the testing of the
hypotheses of this study and the answering of the research questions of the survey–the
final conclusions.
Summarizing, this study’s method is essentially based on a questionnaire survey
where results are analyzed as accurately as possible by the researcher so that the resulting
theory can be as close as possible to the reality, though inevitably the findings will still be
linked to the author’s worldview. Earl Babbie states that different people can see things
differently:
If theories organize our observations and make sense of them, it must be
noted that there is usually more than one way to make sense of things.
Different points of view are likely to yield different explanations. This is
true in daily life: Liberals and conservatives, for example, often explain
the same phenomena quite differently; so do atheists and fundamentalists.
(40)
Research Questions
To discover how the leadership performance in a church can implement health
and consequential growth, general questions were investigated through questionnaires
submitted to the participant local pastors of the congregations of the Methodist Church in
the sixth conference, Brazil.
Research Question One
First of all, it was needed to compare the characteristics of the churches in the
sixth conference of the Methodist Church in Brazil with the criteria outlined in Chapter 2
to determine whether the believed characteristics of healthy churches are present. Thus,
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the first query of this research was, “Do the churches in the sixth conference meet the
summary characteristics of healthy growing congregations?”
The purpose for this research question was to verify the presence of certain main
characteristics usually present in identified healthy growing churches in the Methodist
churches of the sixth conference. This question intended to perceive the real connection
between the existence of such characteristics and consequential church growth. Equally,
the inquiry attempted to distinguish whether or not the churches have the tendency to
associate their growth and well-being with their health.
The resulting survey questions were to help in the identification of the growth
level of the interviewed churches, the churches’ understanding of the causes of their
present situation, and the attributed responsibility to their leaders.
Research Question Two
Since the literature study in Chapter 2 clearly identified that healthy growing
churches have strong empowered lay leadership, this research asked: “How is lay
leadership developed in the sixth conference?”
Contentment without complacency is a key for positive change. This research
question can help in the identification of the point of readiness of the Methodist churches
in the sixth conference for accepting a contribution in leadership formation towards
healthiness and consequential church growth.
The answers for the survey questions deduced from this research question could
show how the sixth conference is attentive to the correlation between their leaders’
performance and their churches’ current situation, and to their way of thinking, towards a
need for better leadership. Also, this question sought to find out whether or not the
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pastors in the sixth conference are training lay leadership and, if they are, how they are
doing it.
My first presupposition and motivation for investigating the churches based on
this research question was because I feared that the pastors in the sixth region were not
effectively training lay leadership. Also, if this presupposition was correct, the reason
perhaps could be because they were not efficiently trained themselves. This could then
justify the goal of offering to the sixth conference a possible model for leadership
formation.
Research Question Three
According to Chapter 2, leadership formation is a need for healthy churches.
Hence, in studying the churches in the sixth conference, the research needed to determine
what models of leadership formation are present; whether or not those models are
effective, and the possible best way to, perhaps, introduce a new model. The question
asked was, “What models of lay leadership development are most appropriate for the
Methodist Church in the sixth conference?”
A perceived need for change is necessary before implementing a change. If a
change is helpful for a church to become healthier, if not vital, the church must be aware
of it and open for it to happen. Whether the sixth conference is open for new models of
leadership preparation and really wants to develop lay leaders was a theme for
investigation. Research question number 3 was projected to clarify whether or not the
churches understand that they can always be healthier, if they are open for new models of
leadership training and to realize their present understanding of themselves.
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The survey questions designed from this research query were planned to show the
possibilities of introducing a leadership development plan and to discover what the sixth
conference wanted in terms of leadership preparation. In fact, some churches insist on
being exclusivists and closed around themselves. Adopting others’ experiences and
learning from their examples in a contextualized way is a very effective way to develop.
Rick Warren says, “Jesus (himself) targeted his ministry in order to be effective, not be
exclusive” (158).
Reliability
The questionnaires used for this study were instruments designed to address the
three research questions as presented before (see Appendixes C-F). Questionnaire one
was to concentrate on the contextual factors in which the participant pastors and their
churches were immersed. Questionnaire two was particularly intended to consider the
church health aspect, and respondents rated each question on a five-point scale.
In questionnaire two, the first thirty questions were related and projected to
answer research question number one: “Do the churches in the Sixth Conference meet the
summary of healthy growing congregations?” Questions 31 through 55 were proposed to
respond to research question number two: “How is lay leadership developed in the sixth
conference?” Lastly, questions 56 through 75 were associated to the research question
number three: “What models of lay leadership development are most appropriate for the
Methodist Church in the sixth conference?” These researcher-designed questionnaires
were developed based on and adapted a substantial numbers of items from both, the
“Pastor’s Survey Contextual Factors” and from the “The Beeson Church Health
Questionnaire” as obtained from Keith C. Taylor’s dissertation proposal presented to the
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faculty of Asbury Theological Seminary as part of his studies in the Doctor of Ministry
program during the month of April 2000.
Subjects
The subjects for this research were the full-time pastors in all the churches of the
sixth conference. Only the persons who met the following criteria were asked to
participate in this study:
1. Pastors whose churches have had been measured by written statistics in the
past five years,
2. Pastors that have been formally recognized by the Methodist church in the
Sixth Conference via its bishop’s appointment, and
3. Pastors who have been in a position of leadership in their current churches for
at least two consecutive years.
My belief is that the answers from these pastors of the churches in the sixth
conference provide a good quality sample of the sixth conference as a whole.
Instrumentation
Two written questionnaires were used in this study as main instruments for data
collection. The first was a background questionnaire. This was designed to give basic
information about the participants: Name, address, gender, age, marital status, education,
name of the church, etc. This feedback form helps in the establishment of the particulars
of the sample within the surveyed churches’ pastoral group. This questionnaire was
premeditated to obtain considerable background information and personal detail that
would provide traces to the interpretation of the obtained data (see Appendix C).
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The second questionnaire in use in this research is an interview procedure. Each
participant pastor of the churches in the sixth conference was asked questions that were
derived from the research questions and from the review of the literature. The questions
were considered to lead into a growing intensity of specificity about the real needs of the
churches in the sixth conference regarding leadership formation. Of course, the
questionnaire was prepared in Portuguese, the national Brazilian language (see Appendix
C).
Data Collection
The following procedure was followed for the data collection. The permission for
sending the questionnaires to the pastors of the churches in the sixth conference was
obtained through a letter to the Bishop and President of the conference, Rev. Dr. João
Carlos Lopes, and the modus operandi was communicated to the district superintendents
in the conference. These letters clearly stated that in doing so they would be helping me
in the fulfilling of the requirements for the Doctor of Ministry degree from Asbury
Theological Seminary. These letters also identified that the results of the questionnaires
would be available to them at any time and that the findings of my study hopefully could
be of good help for the churches in the sixth conference.
After having the authorization from the bishop and the knowledge of the district
superintendents, the questionnaires were given to the participant pastors during the
biannual sixth conference meeting held in the facilities of the Central Methodist Church
in Londrina, Paraná, from 3-6 January 2002, a package including a letter of presentation,
instructions, the questionnaires, and a self-addressed, stamped envelope for the returning
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of the documents. Each pastor was given the option of not participating, and, in order to
do so, he or she would not answer the questionnaire. No explanation was required.
The material was handed out by the bishop to the present pastors in the first day
of meetings and was returned to the bishop’s table at the close of the biannual conference.
They were then mailed back to me.
Data Analysis
No conclusions or analysis were to be made until the return of all the envelopes
from the participants. To examine the data with accuracy, being as faithful as possible to
the content of each answered questionnaire, the subsequent procedures were carefully
followed.
After the arrival of all the documents, all the questionnaires were placed together
in the same location. Questionnaires from differing leaders of the same church were
analyzed in order to find repeated themes, similar answers, or completely divergent
answers or expressed points of view. Key words, phrases, and/or ideas were identified,
and colors were chosen to identify its recurrences. The same colors were used to draw
attention to the same key words, phrases, themes, ideas and/or concepts in all the
questionnaires. Every time that new key words, phrases, etc., were identified as important
and/or frequent, a new color was assigned to highlight it.
Then, all the questionnaires from all the different churches were put side by side
and compared to each other. The same procedure with colors to identify main issues was
used in all the questionnaires from all the leaders from all the churches.
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New documents with quoted portions of the answered questionnaires, key words
with their associated colors, and persistent themes were written. These files received clear
identification of who said what and from which church it came.
To conclude this part of the process, all the questionnaires were closely reviewed,
the new documents were organized according to their appropriate research questions–1,
2, or 3–and then compared and stored for better further investigation.
Delimitations
This study was purposely delimited to include and consider only the local churches in the
sixth conference of the Methodist Church in Brazil through their pastors. The results of
this study were used to find plausible correlations among leadership formation, church
health, and church growth, offering useful ideas, resources, and encouragement to the
churches in the sixth conference. Although results may be applicable to other churches
within the evangelical denominations, extenuating circumstances and particularities may
be present in the life of other churches that are beyond the control of this paper. Findings
from this study are summarized and displayed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to analyze the relationship between leadership
formation and the development of healthier growing churches. The context of my field
research was the sixth conference of the Brazilian Methodist Church, located in the states
of Paraná and Santa Catarina, in the southern part of the country. The sixth conference
was selected for the field research for this work because this is the conference from
which I came. I became a Christian in one of its churches when I was nineteen years old
and, after my theological studies, served this conference as a full-time pastor for ten years
before going to Asbury Theological Seminary to pursue a doctoral degree.
Consequentially, starting from the context of the sixth conference as its research
ground, this study sought to discover principles of good leadership present in the
churches of the sixth conference. This study also wanted to consider the importance of
these principles in the churches’ well-being and, in this way, hopefully to benefit the
churches in the sixth conference with some stimulus for leadership formation and some
insights on how to do it in the most appropriate way.
In order to investigate the link between leadership formation and the growth of
healthier churches and to identify whether or not this link was present in the sixth
conference, the research focused on the pastors. The intent was to discover the sixth
conference’s pastors’ current status in terms of their pastoral work and in terms of their
leadership profiles along with the current status of their churches in order to compare
these findings with the summary of the characteristics of healthy growing churches
presented in Chapter 2.
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Demographic Results
Seventeen of seventy-four pastors responded to the survey. Of the seventeen
questionnaires, thirteen pastors indicated a bachelor’s degree in theology as their
academic pastoral formation; three had basic seminary or basic theological course
training; and, one had no formal academic pastoral formation (see Figure 1).

17
12

BA in theology
Basic Theological
course

7

No formal academic
pastoral formation

2
-3

Pastors

Figure 1. Academic Pastoral Formation

The average respondent’s time pastoring their present churches was six years–
eight of them indicating only 0-2 years as their time serving their current church and only
two indicating over fifteen years in the same church. The years in ministry ranged from
less than one year to thirty-five years; 12 ½ years in ministry was the mean (see Figure
2).
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Figure 2. Time Pastoring the Present Church

Ten of the studied churches are located in areas with the population within twenty
minutes from ranging from 15,000-50,000. Only two churches are situated in an area with
less then five thousand people, and no more than one is situated inside a city of over
200,000 people. For these churches, the average weekend worship attendance was 108
for 1999, one hundred for 2000, and 107 for 2001, with the average attendance indicated
ranging from twenty-five to 250. The average baptisms that occurred in these churches
were sixteen for 1999, twelve for 2000, and nineteen for the year 2001. Also, in these
same churches, the average conversions recorded were eighteen for 1999, thirteen for
2000, and seventeen for 2001 (see Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 3. Worship Attendance, Baptisms, and Conversions
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Figure 4. Population within Twenty Minutes

Descriptive Data
According to the answers to questionnaire two–church health (see Appendixes E
and F), which was on the whole intended to reflect on the church-health aspect with
respondents rating each question on a five-point scale, the research intended to
demonstrate whether or not the churches in the sixth conference of the Methodist Church
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in Brazil meet the summary of healthy growing congregations as presented in this work.
This research instrument was not pretested or validated.
The review of the literature in Chapter 2 illustrated the summary characteristics of
healthy congregations. In fact, some of these characteristics are recalled in this chapter
and related with some of the results of this research. As indicated in Chapter 3, the
characteristics of the churches in the sixth conference were compared to this summary of
healthy growing congregations to verify whether they where present or not.
A researcher-designed questionnaire that adapted a substantial number of items
from the Beeson Church Health questionnaire measured ten indicators of health in each
church according to the answers from its pastor. They were clear-cut vision, passion for
the lost, shared ministry, empowered leaders, fervent spirituality, flexible functional
structure, celebrative worship, connecting small groups, seeker-friendly evangelism, and
loving relationships. The researched pastors perceived seeker-friendly evangelism and
fervent spirituality as the strongest of the health characteristics with no difference
between the means of these two categories. The lowest two characteristics were flexible
functional structure and passion for the lost with the difference between the means of
these two characteristics being only .05. The difference between the strongest
characteristic (seeker friendly-evangelism) and the weakest characteristic (flexible
functional structure) was 0.54 (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Church Health Characteristics for Churches in the Methodist Churches of
the Sixth Conference
________________________________________________________________________
Health Characteristic
M
________________________________________________________________________
Seeker Friendly Evangelism

4.22

Fervent Spirituality

4.22

Loving Relationships

4.18

Clear-cut Vision

3.97

Connecting Small Groups

3.85

Shared Ministry

3.82

Celebrative Worship

3.79

Empowered Leaders

3.77

Passion for the Lost

3.73

Flexible Functional Structure

3.68

________________________________________________________________________

Therefore, the logical question to be answered by the research questionnaire was,
“Do the churches in the sixth conference meet the summary characteristics of healthy
growing congregations?” to identify whether they are healthy or not.
The rationale for this research question was to examine the existence of these core
characteristics that, according to Chapter 2, are usually present in recognized healthy
growing churches in the Methodist churches of the sixth conference. Whether or not a
real connection existed between these characteristics and church growth needed to be
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investigated. The possible association between the growth levels of the churches in the
sixth conference with their health was also a topic worthy of study. The consideration of
each of these characteristics follows the order in which they appeared in Chapter 2.
Clear-Cut Vision
The twenty-first-century society is different from past societies and so the twentyfirst-century Church needs to be different from what it has been. Darrel Guder has
already mentioned today’s need for the church to be reinvented:
Changes associated with the move from a modern to an increasingly
postmodern condition have created a cultural crises and the church faces a
crisis of their own. There is a need for reinventing or rediscovering the
church in this new kind of world. (77)
However, according to the responses to the research, only 35.3 percent of the
researched pastors think the churches in the sixth conference have clear and well-defined
purposes, goals, and values. The response to this question clearly impacted the final rank
for this characteristic, leaving it in fourth place among the ten.
This research furthermore investigated whether or not vision-driven goals are
often used to motivate and direct the ministry of the churches in the sixth conference. The
answers indicated that 41.18 percent of the researched pastors often use goals to motivate
and direct the ministry of their churches. Moreover, 35.3 percent of them said visiondriven goals sometimes motivate and direct the ministry of their churches, but a
considerable percentage (23.53 percent) said the goals rarely helped their churches. The
results also stated that 58.82 percent of the pastors evaluated their churches to be living
surrounded by a sense of expectation–maybe waiting to be motivated to pursue and reach
a predetermined goal.
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Passion for the Lost
Another characteristic listed in Chapter 2 for a healthy church is passion for the
lost. Lost people matter to God; therefore, they should always matter to the Church. A
healthy church is one that is systematically and intentionally offering to the lost the most
precious thing they could ever want or need–salvation in Jesus Christ. As Rick Warren
says, “The church must offer people something they cannot get anywhere else” (48). This
study’s research showed that passion for the lost comes as one of the two lowest
characteristics of the churches in the sixth conference. According to the understanding of
52.95 percent of the researched pastors, the Methodist Church in the sixth conference is a
community of faith where church members are able to receive well new participants and
invite them into the fellowship of the church. Nevertheless, according to the same
percentage of the answers (52.95 percent) the same Methodist Church was pictured as a
church that only sometimes reaches the community through spiritual and community
activities. Actually, 41.18 percent of the researched pastors indicated that the need to
share Christ is rarely discussed in their churches, and no more than one pastor said that
his church actively reaches out to its neighborhood as a true healthy church ought to do.
Shared Ministry
When questioned if the majority of the people in their churches were actively
involved in the life of the church, only 35.3 percent of the researched pastors said yes but
not totally. When asked if their churches clearly present opportunities for ministry and
involvement, 35.3 percent of the researched pastors believed that to be true.
Chapter 2 cataloged shared ministry as an important characteristic of a healthy
church, not a new or an unknown concept. Ministry needs to be shared but shared with
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prepared people at the same time that people are prepared as they do ministry. Sir John
Stott writes on the subject:
The New Testament concept of the pastor is not of a person who jealously
guards all ministry in his own hands … but of one who helps and
encourages all of God’s people to discover, develop and exercise their
gifts. Thus, instead of monopolizing all ministry himself, he actually
multiplies ministries. (167)
Lay leadership needs to be developed in the context of a shared ministry. Yet, the
research showed through 76.47 percent of the answers that the pastors in the sixth
conference do have a preference for doing the major part of the work of the churches
instead of delegating functions. The excess of power of the leaders is also something
viewed as real and important to the researched pastors (35.3 percent). They indicated in
question 32, “Our lay leaders have too much power,” to be very true. The contrast of
these two results seems to point to a fight for power instead of the ideal mutual effort.
Explaining why shared ministry came in sixth position on the scale of ten characteristics
investigated as present in the sixth conference. Also, this research showed that, in
general, lay leaders are accountable to their pastors for their performance with less than
half of the researched pastors indicating they work side-by-side with their lay leaders.
Actually, 52.95 percent of them confessed it to be something that only happens
sometimes.
According to these results, this research also seemed to point out that the
Methodist Church in the sixth conference needs a lay leadership development plan based
on more opportunities to serve actively in the church. Barely 47.06 percent of the
researched pastors could say that “finding a place to serve is never difficult in our
church.” Also, only 29.41 percent of the researched pastors said that the church in the
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sixth conference provides options to help the development of its people’s personal natural
and spiritual gifts.
The answers to the questionnaire also indicated a struggle for power instead of a
mutual effort among the pastors and lay leaders in the Methodist churches of the sixth
conference. This research also discovered that 76.47 percent of the researched pastors are
doing the major part of the work instead of delegating functions and giving lay leaders
opportunity for ministry involvement. In addition, only 41.18 percent of these pastors
take the responsibility of leadership training in their churches while 64.71 percent of
them do feel the need for better leaders. Finally, over 52 percent of the researched pastors
do not feel that they have been well prepared for their task making difficult training the
leaders under themselves well enough to be able to share the ministry of the church with
them.
Empowered Leaders
The literature studied in Chapter 2, moreover, showed that healthy growing
churches have strong empowered and well-trained lay leadership. Thus, this research
demanded an answer for the question, “How is lay leadership developed in the Sixth
Conference?” Whether or not a real leadership development process existed to empower
laypeople to do the work of the ministry in the sixth conference was a plausible idea to
investigate.
This research question was intended to help in the recognition of the point of
acceptance of the Methodist churches in the sixth conference to the need of improving
their way of developing lay leadership in order to achieve healthiness and its resulting
growth. This query was to find out whether or not the pastors in the sixth conference are
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really training their lay leadership. The trait “empowered leaders” appeared in the eighth
position among the ten investigated healthy church characteristics to be present in the
sixth conference.
John Maxwell says, “Everything rises and falls on leadership” (21 Laws 14). In
fact, from billion dollar corporations to small non-profit organizations, from mega-sized
churches in the U. S. A. to small congregations in southern Brazil, a dependency, formal
or informal, on some form of leadership is always present. So, Chapter 2 also listed
empowered leaders as an obvious characteristic of healthy growing churches. In a church
that wants to be healthy, “The pastor had best not do anything that the body itself could
do. The pastor’s primary task is to equip the body, not try to do everything for the laity”
(Oden 156). A pastor’s task is to train and develop the local church’s lay leaders
preparing them for the church’s specific needs and duties. Thus, pastors need to be well
prepared in order to prepare lay leaders. However, as mentioned before, the fact that over
half of the researched pastors, 52.94 percent, indicated they do not feel that they have
been well prepared for their pastoral function was then striking.
Perhaps some pastors leaned towards over-spiritualization by the pastors when
they indicated that 94.12 percent of them believe that their churches totally rely and trust
in the power and in the presence of God to perform their ministry, thereby excusing
themselves of the responsibility to lead the church.
When the subject on the research questionnaire was leadership development, only
41.18 percent of the researched pastors said they take on themselves the responsibility for
the leadership training in their churches, and 23.53 percent of these pastors pointed out
that they like having their own way of doing things. Replying to the statement, “We feel
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the need for better leaders,” 35.29 percent of the researched pastors said they only feel
this need once in a while; whereas, 64.71 percent of them indicated feeling this need
strongly. The research also revealed that 52.94 percent of the researched pastors actually
look for new and better ways to train lay leadership, which is a good sign of opportunity
for the introduction of an intentional leadership-training plan. The precise same
percentage believes that even though the church provides some training for laypeople, it
does not happen regularly and often enough, and leadership training courses are
sometimes scheduled for different times of the year but not systematically.
As shown by the answers to the questionnaire, 41.18 percent of the pastors clearly
link a good church to good leadership. At the same time, 64.71 percent of the same
pastors made clear that they do feel a real need for better leaders. A clear and available
process of identifying and training leaders can really be viewed as a need for the
Methodist churches of the sixth conference when this characteristic only appears in the
eighth position in a list of ten essential distinctive for a healthy church.
Hence, facing the question, “How is lay leadership developed in the sixth
conference?” with the intent of finding out whether or not the pastors in the sixth
conference are really training their lay leadership, the conclusion is that the pastors are
not training their lay leaders as they could and should.
Fervent Spirituality
Fervent spirituality is also mentioned in Chapter 2 as a trait of a healthy growing
church, and I believe that modeling that church’s new leadership through example,
words, and deeds always associates the church’s spirituality with the spirituality of the
church’s leadership either formally or informally. Leadership is formed by leadership’s
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examples. The great majority of the researched pastors, 82.36 percent of them, said they
were consulting the Word of God frequently to find answers to their own questions
regarding life issues. This is an example of a good leadership. However, this percentage
went down to 64.71 percent when answering the question, “My prayer life reflects a deep
dependence on God concerning the practical aspects of life.” Leadership in the twentyfirst-century’s church has to live the Word of God in practical ways.
Noticeable to anyone who visits the Methodist Church in the sixth conference is
the fact that fervent spirituality is one of their peculiarities. This is one of the
characteristics of a healthy church, and, wonderfully, this particular characteristic was
identified by this research as one of the sixth conference’s two strongest points.
Flexible Functional Structure
According to the research results, flexible functional structure is the lowest
characteristic listed as present in the Methodist churches of the sixth conference.
Nevertheless, as taught by Dr. Dale Galloway in his lectures to the Beeson class, a
healthy growing congregation was told to be a church with flexible functional structure, a
structure that facilitates ministry instead of hindering it. “Day after day, our culture sends
us signals” (Gibson and Willhite 85), and the church’s responsibility is to read these
signals sensibly and to understand the best way to organize itself structurally in a
culturally relevant approach. The low score for this characteristic obviously points to a
need in the sixth conference for churches with a more flexible and functional structure.
Undoubtedly, this characteristic is a must. However, this research also pointed out that
41.18 percent of the researched pastors believe that their churches are opened to
structural changes that would actually increase their ability to reach, disciple, and train
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people. So, if the church is opened to changes, the needed model for lay leadership
training might be one that can bring about novelty.
Questioned if the local leaders are unhappy with their ministries, tasks, and duties
at church due to its structure, the researched pastors of the sixth conference showed
indecision and absolute lack of consensus. The opinions varied from rarely true to very
true with no important majority for any answer.
Celebrative Worship
Dr. Howard Hendrix, talking about the association between the different styles of
worship and church growth in one of his lectures to the Beeson students at Asbury
Theological Seminary, said that “the question is not church growth, it is church health.
You show me a healthy church and I will show you a growing church!” Celebrative
worship was cited in Chapter 2 as one of the summary characteristics of healthy growing
churches, and it was ranked by this research in seventh place, however, celebrative
worship is more likely to be a result of a healthy church than its cause. In correlation to
this, the research results showed that the churches in the sixth conference are viewed by
over half of their pastors as healthy, happy churches. The research also demonstrated that
the pastors are divided on the confirmation or the denying of the statement that their
services are boring–only 35.30 percent of them said it to be never true. The fact that
64.71 percent of the researched pastors attend worship out of a sense of duty also tells a
great deal about the churches of the sixth conference not having real celebrative worship
services as expected for a healthy church. My belief is that once the Methodist Church in
the sixth conference becomes healthier it will have celebrative worship, and not the other
way around.
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Connecting Small Groups
As also concluded in Chapter 2, connecting small groups is a present
characteristic in healthy growing churches, and it appears in fifth place in the rank of the
ten desired health characteristics. In fact, nothing can better involve members in the
church life and its activities than small groups that connect people with the church and
the church with other people in the group. When small groups were the issue, the
research showed that small groups are valued as an important aspect of the church by
41.18 percent of the pastors. However, only 17.65 percent of them stated to be inserted in
some kind of small groups environment. From information provided by Bishop João
Carlos Lopes of the sixth conference, by the time of this writing, only two churches in the
whole sixth conference were officially starting the process of establishing small groups.
The fact that small groups are not really a part of the church’s life and structure in the
sixth conference contrasted with the importance the pastors placed on them and pointed
to the need for small groups.
According to the answers to questionnaire two, just 41.18 percent of the pastors
pointed out that they had pleasure in getting together with the church people for activities
other than religious doings. Only two pastors acknowledged the existence of some
pastors/church members relationships that are strong and mature enough so they can
discuss their significant concerns. The research also showed that 47.06 percent of the
pastors assumed not always to desire and pursue deep and honest relationships with a few
selected fellow believers, which should be a trait present in a healthy church.
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Seeker-Friendly Evangelism
This is one of the two highest traits scored as characteristics present in the
Methodist churches of the sixth conference. Seeker-friendly evangelism that is not
offensive to unchurched people and loving relationships resulting from a friendly
environment are listed in Chapter 2 as essential characteristics of healthy growing
churches as well. Rick Warren says, “Christians need relationships to grow. We don’t
grow in isolation; we develop in the context of fellowship” (339). As a matter of fact, the
development of relationships with non-Christians for the purpose of winning them to
Christ is what 52.94 percent of the researched pastors believe to be doing in the sixth
conference.
Loving Relationships
Appearing in third place as an identified health characteristic present in the
churches of the sixth conference (see Table 1, p. 60), loving relationships are truly
essential to good church. This research showed that the pastors view the majority of the
people in the sixth conference’s churches as friendly and hospitable. However, through
the answers to the questionnaires, the sixth conference’s church members were perceived
as caring and supportive to each other through words and deeds by just 29.41 percent of
the researched pastors. These results clearly show a problem of values over behavior.
Even so, in sum, this research pictured the churches in the sixth conference as churches
that live in a context of love, respect, and acceptance for one another.
Further Considerations
Chapter 2 of this work strongly indicated that leadership formation is also a must
for a healthy church. Consequently, in studying the churches in the sixth conference, the
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research needed to find out what models of leadership formation were present. The
question to be answered was, “What models of lay leadership development are most
appropriate for the Methodist Church in the Sixth Conference?” Whether the sixth
conference wants to develop lay leaders and if they are currently using any model was the
next matter worthy of investigation.
The basis for this research question was the need to find out whether or not the
sixth conference is open for new models of leadership preparation. This question was
projected to identify the awareness in the churches of the sixth conference for the fact
that they can always be healthier and that new models of leadership training can produce
better-prepared leaders, who in turn and over time will generate healthier growing
churches. The responses to this question were anticipated to show the potential openness
for the introduction of a leadership development plan aligned with what the sixth
conference wants and needs in terms of lay leadership formation.
Darrel Guder writes about the purpose of leadership:
Fundamental change in any body of people requires leaders capable of
transforming its life and being transformed themselves. The purpose of
leadership is to form and equip a people who demonstrate and announce
the purpose and direction of God through Jesus Christ. Such leadership,
through the agency of the Holy Spirit, works to create a people whose life
is a witness to Jesus Christ. (183-84)
Substantial lay leadership development is a need for the churches of the sixth
conference as well as a need for any church that wants to be healthy and to grow. “The
full participation of the members of a body in its activity does not happen without
leadership. The business of leadership is precisely to enable, encourage, and sustain the
activity of all the members” (Newbigin 235).
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Other Findings
In general, no significant consistency in the answers of the pastors pointing to
what models of lay leadership development would be most appropriate for the Methodist
Church in the sixth conference was found. This fact can be viewed both as an indication
of the need for a pastoral level leadership training and recycling course model and as a
sign of the opportunity for the bishop and his office to implement it. Besides, according
to this research, the churches in the sixth conference need vision and purpose-driven lay
leadership that will not come about by accident but needs to be created. The positive side
is that 41.1 percent of the researched pastors see their lay leaders as optimists, a fact that
can facilitate the introduction of a leadership-training model able to bring about newness
and to break old established paradigms.
This research concluded, too, that the sixth conference needs a lay leadership
development plan based on more opportunities to serve actively in the church and strong
examples set by the pastors themselves. For instance, the information that only 41.18
percent of the researched pastors indicated that the lay leaders in their churches are tithers
and 23.53 percent of these pastors rarely see tithing as a priority for their church leaders,
points to the need to change the situation by pastors modeling and teaching.
I discovered from the researched pastors that only 35.30 percent indicated they
believe that the church in the sixth conference is definitely guided by individuals who
articulate vision and achieve results while another equal percentage (35.30) stated this not
true. Clearly the sixth conference like any other needs vision and purpose-driven
leadership.
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According to the results of this research, the churches have no clear celebrative
worship. The pastors do not perceive worship services as celebrative, and they sometimes
reach out to the community through spiritual and community activities but rarely discuss
the need of sharing Christ. Over half of the churches in the sixth conference were
reported as living in a sense of expectation, waiting to be motivated to pursue and reach a
predetermined objective. Only 29.4 percent of the pastors saw the people as caring and
supportive, with just 35.3 percent of the members actively involved. As for the
researched pastors with the churches in the sixth conference, over 60 percent of them said
their services were boring and that they worshiped out of a sense of duty. Furthermore,
over 80 percent of these pastors declared not to be involved in a small group.
Finally, the research showed that 41.18 percent of the pastors see their leaders as
optimists and that 58.82 percent of the interviewed pastors feel that their roles in the
church are very important in terms of being motivating agents to others, while 23.53
percent of them feel sometimes valued and recognized as someone who has a very
important role in the church life.
In the following chapter, observations, implications, applications, and limitations
of these findings are explored in further detail.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Final Analysis
This chapter includes some personal reflections on the importance of Christian lay
leadership formation for building healthier congregations in Brazil presented in this work.
I have concluded that the sixth conference of the Methodist Church in southern Brazil
needs the implementation of a new vision for leadership development. As indicated
before in Chapter 2, the leadership aspect is crucial to the construction of a better church.
João C. Lopes writes, “As one studies the dynamics of religious change, the issue of
leadership must not be ignored” (16). However, the responses from the pastors in the
sixth conference indicate that leadership training is being ignored or not taken seriously.
This research project shows the significance of leadership formation and its
association to the healthiness of the churches and the resulting link between healthiness
and growth in local congregations. In other words, the research revealed both strong and
weak links between good leadership, church health, and church growth. Dr. C. Peter
Wagner says, “It seems that one of the signs of good church health is growth. Seeing new
people to come to Christ and commit themselves to the Body of Christ is normal for
healthy Christian churches” (9).
Focusing on the building of healthier congregations in Brazil through the
formation of effective leadership as a goal, relevant aspects of the leadership formation
were explored. The literature reviewed in this work clearly indicated that churches can
become healthier and can grow as a result of having good leadership and by the presence
of some essential characteristics. Good leadership must be purposely formed, and vital
characteristics to a strong congregation have to be pursued and by design implemented.
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Rick Warren says, “Churches grow by the power of God through the skilled effort of
people” (59). A healthier growing church does not come about by accident but is an
intentionally achieved goal.
The conclusion that leadership formation is really essential to the existence of a
healthy church and the realization that leadership formation can be very useful for the
building of healthier congregations in the sixth conference of the Methodist Church in
Brazil resulted from the study presented in this work.
Leadership Formation as a Pastor’s Task
Considering then that leadership formation is a pastor’s primary task, I had to
investigate whether or not the pastors of the churches of the sixth conference were
effectively training lay leadership. As they were researched, this study concluded that
they were not satisfactorily forming their leadership, and the research also revealed that
the reason is a lack of awareness regarding this issue. As a matter of fact, when the
Beeson Health Characteristic “empowered leaders” was investigated to find out whether
or not it was present in the churches of the sixth conference, it ranked in eighth place out
of a list of ten. Thomas Oden affirms, “The pastor’s primary task is to equip the body”
(156). Over half of the researched pastors, 52.94 percent of them, indicated they did not
feel they have been themselves well prepared for their pastoral function, thus not being
confident and able to prepare other leaders for their congregations. Obviously, someone
who was not efficiently trained will have difficulty training others, most especially when
the need for such training is not truly perceived. Also, from the seventeen researched
pastors, eight were pastoring their current churches for only two years or less; seven were
in the same churches for less than six years; and, only two pastors were serving the same
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congregations for more than fifteen years. Leadership formation has not only to be done
intentionally by prepared pastors but it also requires a good period of time to be done
effectively. So if the pastors in the sixth conference need to better train leadership
towards a healthier and growing church, they need to pastor their local congregations for
a longer time. As previously stated in this work, pastoral longevity in a church is not a
guarantee that the church is going to grow; nevertheless, the changing of pastors every
few years is a guarantee that the local church is not going to grow.
Delimited Purposes
This study was also purposely delimited to consider just the local churches in the
sixth conference of the Methodist Church in Brazil through the research of its pastors.
Although this study worked with a narrow sample of these pastors (the limitations of the
study further on in this paper will consider this aspect of this work), its results exposed a
plausible correlation between leadership formation, church health, and church growth.
Yet, the purpose of this paper was also to offer useful ideas, resources, and
encouragement to the churches in the sixth conference. Even though these results may be
valid to other churches within the evangelical denominations in Brazil, justifying that
conditions and particularities may exist in the life of other churches are beyond the
control and intention of this dissertation.
This chapter intends to elucidate the most important conclusions and to highlight
practical applications resulting from the research, offering ideas for supplementary
investigation as well. The Summary Characteristics of Healthy Congregations presented
in Chapter 2 of this work is believed to be a good resource in terms of ideas offered for
additional investigation and a source of traits worthy of pursuit, which I believe are able
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to encourage and motivate the churches in the sixth conference. Cataloging the
indispensable characteristics of a healthy growing church as an inspiring goal to the
churches in the sixth conference, they are clear-cut vision, passion for the lost, shared
ministry, empowered leaders, fervent spirituality, flexible functional structure, celebrative
worship, connecting small groups, seeker-friendly evangelism, and loving relationships.
These are healthy necessities for a healthy church. They are leadership concepts offered
and discussed in Chapter 2 with the plain intention of providing a basis for a better
comprehension of the church’s reliance on some characteristics that depend on leadership
in attaining health and consequential growth.
Needs within the Sixth Conference
As for the needed improvement necessary to the achievement of a satisfactory
stage in terms of leadership formation in the sixth conference and the goal of building
healthier growing congregations in Brazil, this work concludes that some paradigm shifts
need to take place in the sixth conference. Nonetheless, the primary data from the
answers to the questionnaires revealed a traditional and settled pastoral profile that
probably is more likely not to break the conventional paradigms. On the contrary, this
traditional and settled pastoral profile is inclined to maintain the conventional paradigms
unless this pastoral body receives new vision through some kind of cutting-edge
leadership training model. In general, the perception derived from the research
questionnaires is that the pastors of the churches in the sixth conference, independently of
their level of formal theological education, years in ministry, and present church they are
serving, fit the current status quo. This study shows that the researched pastors have
molded themselves to what always has been in the sixth conference, thereby contributing
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to the perpetuation of the status quo. The churches in the sixth conference have the
pastors it has to have to be what it is. To be different, a new vision needs to be put in
place since, as affirmed in Chapter 2, “great vision precedes great achievement”
(Maxwell, 17 Indisputable Laws 91). As the review of the literature in this work showed,
cutting-edge churches are always willing to experiment with new paradigms to find out
what works today.
Most Important Conclusions
As the relationship between leadership formation and the development of
healthier growing churches was analyzed in the context of the sixth conference of the
Brazilian Methodist Church in the states of Paraná and Santa Catarina in the Southern
part of the country, I wanted to identify principles of good leadership present in the
churches. Thus, the research was focused on the pastors with the intention of discovering
the current status of their churches.
Research questionnaires were used as mechanisms designed to deal with the
research questions already explained in this work and the main conclusions derived from
them are now highlighted and discussed.
1. When concentrating on the contextual factors in which the participant pastors
and their local churches were immersed, the research discovered that even though most of
the studied churches–ten out of seventeen–were located in an area with the population
within twenty minutes from it ranging from fifteen thousand to fifty thousand people and
another studied church was located inside a city of over 200,000 inhabitants, they did not
grow in numbers in the three years preceding this study. The fact that these churches’
average attendance, number of baptisms, and recorded conversions were either at a
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plateau or decreasing led to the conclusion that something new is needed in the sixth
conference in terms of leadership formation so their churches can be healthier and,
consequently, attain numerical growth. When the churches are placed in a well-populated
area and are not growing, they are not healthy as they ought to be.
Even though “seeker-friendly evangelism” was identified as one of the two main
characteristics present in the churches of the sixth conference, “passion for the lost”
appeared as one of the two lowest graded characteristics. If these churches want to be
healthier and reach people as a consequence, they need better leaders to help them to
increase their passion for lost people. Better leaders do not just appear but need to be
formed. Good leadership is the fruit of intentionality. The sixth conference needs to find a
new and better way to form leadership because if they do not, they will continue to have
the type of leadership they are having–a leadership that is not producing healthier
growing congregations.
2. Based on the answers to questionnaire two, which was designed to reveal the
health aspects of the studied churches, a comparison was established between the
healthiness of these churches and the summary of healthy growing congregations as
presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Indispensable to this study is the comparison
between the characteristics of the churches in the sixth conference with the criteria of
healthy growing congregations described in Chapter 2 in order to verify whether or not
they were present.
The examination of these summarized core characteristics that, according to the
Chapter 2 of this work, are usually present in recognized healthy growing churches with
the search for the presence of these same characteristics within the Methodist churches of
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the sixth conference ended in these two main conclusions: (1) A real connection between
the existence or not of these characteristics in the researched churches and its growth
level was recognized, and (2) A plausible association between the unsatisfactory growth
level of the studied churches in the sixth conference with their state of health was found.
As previously stated in this dissertation, the question is not exactly church growth but
church health, since the first is a consequence to the latter. Providing health criteria to the
churches in the sixth conference is the more likely way for this church to grow.
The research results demonstrated that over 60 percent of the pastors find their
own services boring, that they worship most of the time out of a sense of duty. That over
80 percent of them are not participants in a small group context should be a matter of
concern.
3. Another conclusion was that the pastors and the churches must look for better
ways of interaction with their church people. A high percentage of the researched pastors
indicated they do not have pleasure in getting together with the church people for
activities other than religious doings, and no more than two pastors during the research
pointed out to have strong and mature friendships with church members. Also over 47
percent of these same researched pastors reported they do not always desire or pursue
deep and honest personal relationships with a few selected believers within the
congregation. If health is desired for the churches in the sixth conference, companionship
and true friendship between pastors and laypeople must be cultivated. Only when pastors
and church people really connect to each other will they be able to connect the church
with the people to be reached for Christ.
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4. This research also concluded by that the churches in the sixth conference must
do better in creating a friendly environment that can be attractive to unchurched people.
This friendly environment is usually resulting of loving relationships between the church
people as they do the church work. As quoted in Chapter 2, “Christians need relationships
to grow. People do not grow in isolation; people develop in the context of fellowship”
(Warren 339). Although the research showed that the majority of the people in the sixth
conference’s churches are viewed as friendly and hospitable, it also showed that they are
not always perceived to be caring and supportive of each other through words and deeds.
This is extremely important for seeker-friendly evangelism and unchurched outreach. The
areas in need of improvement identified through this research became obvious: The
researched churches of the sixth conference need to improve their ability to establish
relationships with non-Christians and to create more opportunities for involvement not
only for their members but most especially for the people they want to reach and serve.
Having more people actively involved is an identified need for these churches so they can
grow. Not actively involving people will always directly affect their aptitude to reach and
minister adequately to more people and to grow.
5. This study also concluded something unexpected: A high sense of expectation
existing in the researched churches of the sixth conference can be viewed as a sign of
great opportunity for the introduction of new ways of doing church. Almost 60 percent of
the researched pastors reported their churches are living with a sense of expectation, an
indication that these churches are simply ready and awaiting to be motivated to pursue
and reach a predetermined goal. Thus, taking advantage of this sense of expectation
present in the researched churches, the best strategy with the most possibility of success
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is to put into place a presentation of challenges and clear goals to motivate and direct the
ministry and the life of these churches. Accordingly, “clear-cut vision” as one of the
Beeson Health Characteristics was not very well ranked when its presence was analyzed
in the sixth conference through this research. Clear goals not only provide motivation but
are also tools for implementing new ways of doing church. Future challenging goals will
help the church understand what was avowed in Chapter 2 by this quotation: “You cannot
solve tomorrow’s problems with today’s solutions” (Maxwell, 17 Indisputable Laws
170).
6. In the specific terms of lay leadership development, this research concluded
that the researched pastors need to learn how to share the ministry of the church better
with their laypeople so they can be trained and developed as they do ministry. Since
shared ministry is an important trait for a healthy congregation, that seems to be
something to be pursued by the churches in the sixth conference when 76.47 percent of
their researched pastors said to have a preference for doing the major part of the church
work instead of delegating functions. “Shared ministry”, was also not well rated by the
Methodist pastors of the sixth conference, indicating a need for more pastoral initiative.
Pastors need not do the things that their people can do. If the church people can, they
should do the work of ministry. To serve God in and through the church is a blessing, and
the pastors’ role is to be there to help God’s people do ministry, not to steal their
ministry. The pastor’s principal task is to equip the church people instead of trying to do
everything for them or in their place. The churches in the sixth conference need to be
churches where ministry is shared. The principle of shared ministry comes to confirm
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what was considered in Chapter 2: “Only what we share multiplies” (Galloway, “Sharing
Ministry Together”).
Practically saying, this research perceived the leadership development in the sixth
conference as inadequate by the lack of vision for a shared ministry not centered on the
clergy. However, 52.94 percent of the researched pastors actually are looking for better
and more effective ways to train leadership, which I interpret as an valuable opportunity
for the introduction of an intentional leadership training strategy. Regular, systematic,
and planned lay leadership training is the best way for the churches in the sixth
conference to ameliorate their church health situation and to start a growth trend. If the
bishop and the district superintendents can convince the pastors of this need and if the
pastors can implement it in their local churches, it can be a revolutionary tool for the
growth of the Methodist churches in the states of Paraná and Santa Catarina. Carl F.
George says, “Laity, given the opportunity, will invest time, energy, and money to learn
the skills required to do a competent job of pastoring” (156). If such training happens in
the churches of the sixth conference, growth will be consequential.
7. The concept of a healthy church as a consequence of a strong and well-prepared
leadership group is not something new or completely unknown by the researched pastors
and, the sixth conference. In fact, almost half of the researched pastors clearly linked a
good church to a good leadership, and over 64 percent of them made clear that they do
feel a real need for better leaders. “Empowered leaders” as a health characteristic present
in the churches of the sixth conference was graded low by the research presented in
Chapter 4.
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The need, then, is for a clear and available process to identify and train leaders.
Actually, the conclusion goes beyond that: What the sixth conference really needs is a
clear and available pastoral model for lay leadership training. I also concluded that the
researched pastors are not training their lay leaders as they could and should. Only 41
percent of them, in fact, take the responsibility for leadership training in their churches,
and instead of a mutual effort between pastors and lay leaders, in truth, a struggle for
power is in place. The initiative of changing this situation should start from the bishop’s
office. Pastoral, modeled leadership formation is the better way to meet the need of a
mutual effort between pastors and laity. When leaders are developed, ministries are built.
8. Significant lay leadership development is a need for the churches of the sixth
conference. As mentioned previously, leadership is formed by leadership’s examples.
The existing leaders in the sixth conference have the responsibility of implementing a
needed clear and available pastoral model for lay leadership formation. What can
significantly help is the fact that 41 percent of the researched pastors believe their
churches are open to changes that would actually increase their ability to reach and
disciple new people, like leadership training courses. The churches are open and ready to
changes that can bring innovation. The current leaders in the sixth conference now have
in their hands the responsibility of providing the churches with a leadership training
process that can bring about novelty.
9. No clear indication was found in the researched pastors’ answers pointing to
what specific models of lay leadership development would be most appropriate for the
Methodist Church in the sixth conference. The need is so real and unmet that anything
would fulfill it. This vacuum is an occasion for the bishop and his office to put into
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practice some leadership formation method and plan for the conference. The vision and
purpose-driven leadership that the sixth conference needs in order to attain better health
and in order to grow statistically definitely will not come about by chance. It needs to be
formed and created.
10. A sense of trust was identified in the sixth conference towards its leadership,
that is to say, in the bishop and his office. The research pointed out that a significant
percentage of the researched pastors believe that the church in the sixth conference is
definitely guided by individuals who articulate vision and can achieve results. The
introduction of a leadership formation model for the conference is very likely to be well
accepted by both pastors and laypeople. At the same time that the researched pastors
themselves are ready for this leadership formation plan, 41% of them see their churches’
lay leaders as optimists, facilitating the introduction of this leadership training model
which will be able to bring about novelty, to break the old paradigms, and to produce
healthier congregations and growth in the Methodist Church of the sixth conference.
Limitations of the Study
When the time for the research came, I was living with my family in the United
States on the campus of the Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky. The
next year we were living on the west side of Houston, Texas, and I was serving Grace
Fellowship United Methodist Church as their small groups pastor.
Due to my pastoral duties at the time, traveling to Brazil to research the pastors of
the sixth conference churches was impossible for me. The solution was to take advantage
of the biannual sixth conference meeting to be held in January 2002. Following the
suggestion of my dissertation mentor, I contacted Bishop João Carlos Lopes of the sixth
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conference. He agreed to allow me to send him the research questionnaires so he could
distribute them during the sixth conference meeting when all the pastors should be
assembled together.
I sent the cover letters and two sets of questionnaires–one for contextual factors
and the other for church health investigation–to Bishop Lopes (see Appendixes A-F). He
distributed them to the pastors attending the biannual sixth conference meeting of the
Methodist Church in Brazil, held in the facilities of the Central Methodist Church in the
city of Londrina, Paraná, from 3-6 January 2002. The total population for this study was
seventy-four. However, only seventeen sets of questionnaires (23 percent) were answered
and returned to Bishop Lopes. He, in turn, mailed them back to me. According to Bishop
Lopes, the low return of answered questionnaires was due to the lack of emphasis on his
part during the conference. Under his direction the questionnaires were distributed to the
attending pastors, and he just expected them to return the questionnaires to the bishop’s
table sometime before the conference was over.
Back in Katy, Texas, when I received only seventeen sets of answered
questionnaires, I immediately contacted Bishop Lopes to see if anything else could be
done to have more pastors participate. His answer was that all the pastors had already had
their opportunity to participate and that we should not coerce them to do so. I started then
to examine what I had in hand and communicated the situation to my dissertation mentor
and the Doctor of Ministry office at Asbury Theological Seminary. Their suggestion was
for me to work with what I had; otherwise, I would have to begin my whole dissertation
project again. The seventeen sets of answered questionnaires I received from Bishop
Lopes’ office were now the source for this study.
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Hence, an important limitation for this study was the narrow sample of people,
only seventeen volunteer pastors out of a larger spectrum of seventy-four. The fact that
participation in the survey was voluntary also weakened the results of this work. While
this method of participation could provide valuable insight from pastors of the sixth
conference, it left out a broad number of pastors who might have had a different profile
than the ones who participated by the fact that they did not take the initiative to complete
the survey. One variation could be to have all the pastors answering the questionnaires by
the bishop’s request. While this would surely guarantee a much wider response, the
bishop of the sixth conference was resistant in using this approach toward the pastors
under his leadership. Consequentially, also due to the complexity of the theme
investigated by this study, I could not take in account all the meanderings present in the
issue of leadership formation for building healthier congregations in Brazil. This study is
indeed limited to certain aspects of health that were qualified in this paper. Moreover,
when interacted with leadership formation and with church growth, the health
characteristics listed in this work, by their broad spectrum, further complicated any
attempt to precisely measure church health.
Practical Applications or Speculation about Further Studies
Several applications for this study are clear. For the Methodist Church of the sixth
conference, in the southern part of Brazil, the conclusions of this study can result in the
creation of a long-term or even an ongoing leadership formation course for the benefit of
both the personal development of leaders and for the growth of the church as a whole.
Not only has this work helped to increase the awareness of the fact that church growth is
a result of good church leadership and that such leadership has to be intentionally formed
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but also increased the consciousness that the sixth conference needs leadership formation
and finds itself in the perfect time and conditions to have it implemented. At the time of
this writing, no initiative was known in the sixth conference in terms of implementing a
leadership formation plan.
The apparent success of the churches mentioned early in this dissertation that
meet the summary characteristics of healthy growing congregations cannot only be an
inspiration for the Methodist Church in the sixth conference but they can also be studied
further in terms of their own leadership formation strategies.
This study can significantly add to the vision of the Methodist Church in the sixth
conference and can have a positive impact on every congregation in it. If the conference
leaders can accept the contributions of these findings as something worthy of trying in the
conference, a good result can certainly come from it, considering the fact that this study
is working with practical aspects of the church, not only theory.
Taking into consideration that this work intends to be a contribution to the
Methodist Church of the sixth conference, the fruits of this research are going to depend
on how it is going to be received by the leaders of the sixth conference. Seeking to work
alone with this matter would be similar to attempting to play soccer unaccompanied
against a whole team on the other half of the field; all players are necessary. In a similar
way, trusting these findings by themselves in the hopes of them benefiting the Methodist
Church in the sixth conference would be foolishness at best, fruitless at worst. As the
apostle Paul says in Ephesians 4:16, the body is going to grow and will be edified as each
member of the body does its part.
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I found a real need for further research in the matter of this study. More must be
done in terms of identifying the best ways to provide good leadership, identify health
criteria, and produce growth in the Methodist churches in the sixth conference. To
discover a plan of action designed to meet the present needs of the sixth conference
churches is a challenge that still remains.
Personal Benefits
Undoubtedly, a great result of this dissertation resides today in my own life and
ministry. The entire Doctor of Ministry process has been a course of vast development
both in personal and ministry aspects. Pursuing doctoral ministry work at Asbury
Theological Seminary opened my mind, heart, and soul in ways before unimaginable and
made me a better person. The Beeson Pastor program was inconceivably innovative to
me. Shocking at first, but a mind opener and greatly motivating in the end, the Beeson
Pastor program introduced me to new paradigms both practical and doable. It showed me
a new perspective about how church can and should be done and strongly encouraged me
to embrace a new path in my service to God and his kingdom.
Following the awesome relevant and vision-builder classes and the one year of
campus life at Asbury Theological Seminary, which was in itself an amazing lifetime
experience not only for myself but to my family as well, in the summer of 2001, the
occasion to join the pastoral staff of the Grace Fellowship United Methodist Church in
Katy, Texas, as their small groups pastor was also an important contribution for building
in me solid new convictions about the Church and its leadership. As the small groups
pastor for this contemporary and successful church, I could practice not only some of the
things I had learned from the Beeson Program but could learn from the church’s life and
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its dynamics. I soon realized in very practical ways the great importance of leadership
formation, as my focus in that job was exactly to form new lay leaders for new and
existing small groups as well as to equip and recycle the small groups’ current leadership.
These tasks were done in the context of interaction with community of faith and in the
context of other pastoral tasks such as counseling, preaching, teaching, and active
participation in the different elements of the services and meetings of the church. The
summation was to give me a completely new visualization of what I want my ministry
contribution for the Church to be in the future.
As I was still assimilating all the information from the classes, books, lectures,
travels, and community life in the Beeson Program experience, my pastoral work with
Grace Fellowship and the interaction with its staff and people were adding to my learning
process in the United States. All the cross-cultural experience to which I was exposed
was being used by God to build in me a new vision and a new heart for the church in my
homeland. The writing of this dissertation with its continuous reading, research, and
communication with my mentor were positively influencing my approach to ministry and
helping me to conceptualize what I wanted to do and to avoid from that point on in my
ministry. I could not help compare what I had learned and was experiencing with my
previous pastoral practices. I was now thinking all the time about how those new ways of
doing ministry had never crossed my mind before and telling myself that someone had to
apply those new concepts in Brazil.
The product was a dream to plant a new church in my hometown in Brazil. Now,
more than ever, the vision was clear in my mind as an obvious result of the process of
coming to the United States of America, studying at Asbury Theological Seminary,
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pastoring a progressive American congregation, and writing this dissertation. I knew that
God wanted down in my homeland of Londrina, state of Paraná, a church that could be
healthy by having a strong, well-formed, and effective leadership and that could healthily
grow as a result. That became my vision and mission.
In the summer of 2002, my family and I moved back from Katy, Texas, to
Londrina, Paraná. Now I was back to my own people with the sole task of applying all
that God had allowed me to learn in a new congregation that was to be born.
Accordingly, at the time of this writing, I am giving my very best to see the rising of a
congregation that meets the main characteristics of a healthy church: clear-cut vision,
passion for the lost, shared ministry, empowered leaders, fervent spirituality, flexible
functional structure, celebrative worship, connecting small groups, seeker-friendly
evangelism, and loving relationships. These characteristics will build a healthy growing
congregation in Brazil.
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APPENDIX A
COVER LETTER

Houston-Texas, December 26, 2001

Dear colleague in ministry,
Grace and Peace!
Attached to this letter you are receiving two questionnaires especially designed from the
needs of the research for the dissertation I am writing. Your participation is of great
importance for the conclusion of my studies, which I hope can be of value for our sixth
conference. Thank you very much for your cooperation; it is very important.
My work is about leadership formation in local churches for the building of healthier
congregations, and as a pastor your contribution is highly needed and appreciated.
I thank you in advance for your help, wishing many blessings from God upon your life,
family and ministry.
In Jesus’ service,

Helio Cesar Ignacio Alves
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APPENDIX B
CARTA DE APRESENTAÇÃO

Houston-Texas, 26 de dezembro de 2001

Caro colega de ministério,
Graça e Paz!
Juntamente com esta carta você está recebendo dois questionários especialmente
elaborados a partir das necessidades de pesquisa da tese que estou escrevendo. Sua
participação é de grande importância para a conclusão de meus estudos, que espero
possam ser de alguma valia para a nossa Sexta Região. Muito obrigado por sua
colaboração, ela é muito importante.
Meu trabalho aborda a formação de liderança nas igrejas locais para a construção de
congregações mais saudáveis e, como pastor(a), sua contribuição é tremendamente
necessária e apreciada.
Antecipadamente agradeço por sua ajuda, desejando ricas bênçãos de Deus sobre vossa
vida, família e ministério.
No service de Jesus,

Helio Cesar Ignacio Alves
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE ONE–CONTEXTUAL FACTORS

1.What is the name of your church? (Optional) _________________________________
2. What is the name of the town your church is located in? (Optional) _______________
3. How long have you been a pastor? ___________________

4. What is your academic pastoral formation? (Circle one)
None

Basic seminary/theological course

B.A. Theology

Master Degree Doctorate

5. How long have you served as a pastor in this church? (Circle one)
0-2 years

3-6 years

7-10 years Over 15 years

6. What is the age of the church’s facility? (Circle one)
1-3 years 3-5 years 5-10 years 10-15 years Over 15 years

7. How large is the population within 20 minutes of your church? (Circle one)
Under 5,000 5,000-10,000

15,000-50,000 50,000-200,000

200,000+

8. What was the average weekend worship attendance for the following years?
1997 ________ 1998 ________ 1999 ________

2000 _________ 2001 ________

9. How many baptisms occurred in the following years?
1997 ________ 1998 ________ 1999 ________ 2000 _________ 2001 _________

10. How many conversions were recorded in the following years?
1997 ________ 1998 ________ 1999 _________ 2000 _________ 2001 _________
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APPENDIX D
QUSTIONÁRIO UM–FATORES CONTEXTUAIS

1. Qual é o nome da sua igreja? (Opcional) ____________________________________
2. Em que cidade sua igreja está localizada? (Opcional) __________________________
3. Há quanto tempo você é pastor(a)? ________________________

4. Qual sua formação acadêmica pastoral? (Circule uma resposta)
Nenhuma

Curso Básico de Teologia

Bacharel em Teologia

Mestrado

Doutorado

5. Há quanto tempo você pastoreia sua atual igreja? (Circule uma resposta)
0-2 anos

3-6 anos

7-10 anos

11-15anos

Mais de 15 anos

6. Qual a idade do templo/edifíco de sua igreja?
1-2 anos

3-5 anos

6-10 anos

11-15 anos

Mais de 15 anos

7. Qual a população dentro de um raio de 20 minutos a partir de sua igreja? (Circule)
Menos de 5.000

5.000–10.000

11.000–50.000

51.000–200.000

Mais de 200.000

8. Qual foi a frequência média dos cultos dominicais nos seguintes anos:
1997 _______ 1998 _______ 1999 _______ 2000 _______ 2001 _______

9. Quantos batismos foram realizados nos seguintes anos:
1997 _______ 1998 _______ 1999 _______ 2000 _______ 2001 _______

10. Quantas conversões foram registradas/reconhecidas nos seguintes anos:
1997 _______ 1998 _______ 1999 _______ 2000 _______ 2001 _______
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APPENDIX E
QUESTIONNAIRE TWO–CHURCH HEALTH
Instructions: Only for dissertation writing purposes, Helio Cesar Alves would like to
access the health of your local church. Thank you very much for participating in this
survey. This questionnaire should take 20-25 minutes to complete. We ask you to
complete this to the best of your ability and be as frank as possible. Your name and
answers will remain anonymous. Please circle one answer that most closely corresponds
to your view.
1 = Never true; 2 = Rarely true; 3 = Neutral; 4 = Sometimes true; 5 = Very true

1. People in my church show the love of Christ in practical ways.

1–2–3–4–5

2. I have confidence in the management and spending of our church’s financial resources.
1–2–3–4–5
3. My church is open to changes that would increase our ability to reach and disciple
people.

1–2–3–4–5

4. I enjoy getting together with other people of the church outside of church events.
1- 2 – 3 – 4 – 5
5. We have an effective and efficient decision-making process in my church.
1–2–3–4–5
6. As a pastor I prefer to do most of the work of the church rather than delegate.
1–2–3–4–5
7. When I leave our worship services, I feel I have been in the presence of God.
1–2–3–4–5
8. I have a close enough relationship with several people in my church that I can discuss
my deepest concerns with them.

1–2–3–4–5
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9. My church provides growing and learning experiences to encourage me in my own
walk with Jesus Christ.

1–2–3–4–5

10. In our church the importance of sharing Christ is rarely discussed.

1–2–3–4–5

11. Our church actively reaches out to its neighborhood through spiritual and community
service.

1–2–3–4–5

12. I regularly and actively participate in a small group.

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 –5

13. When I leave a worship service, I feel I have “connected” with other worshippers.
1 – 2 – 3 – 4 –5
14. Our church has a very clear purpose and well-defined values.

1–2–3–4–5

15. My church’s organizational structure hinders ministry.

1–2–3–4–5

16. When I leave our worship services I feel I had a meaningful experience with God.
1–2–3–4–5
17. There is a lot of joy and laughter in our church.

1–2–3–4–5

18. Our church clearly communicates our mission statement.

1–2–3–4–5

19. People in our church genuinely care and support one another in word and in deed.
1–2–3–4–5
20. My church needs to place more emphasis on the power of prayer.

1–2–3–4–5

21. Our church emphasizes the person and presence of the Holy Spirit.

1–2–3–4–5

22. New attendees are warmly welcomed and invited into fellowship.

1–2–3–4–5

23. Our church operates through the power and presence of God.

1–2–3–4–5

24. I find the worship services spiritually inspiring to me.

1–2–3–4–5

25. I am bored in the worship service.

1–2–3–4–5

26. The majority of people in our church is friendly and hospitable.

1–2–3–4–5
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27. I would describe my personal spiritual life as growing.

1–2–3–4–5

28. I really like the music in our church.

1–2–3–4–5

29. In my ministry I feel that I am doing what I like to do.

1–2–3–4–5

30. Small groups are valued as an important aspect of our church.

1 –2 – 3 – 4 – 5

31. We have a clear process available to identify and train leaders.

1–2–3–4–5

32. Our lay leaders have too much power.

1–2–3–4–5

33. Our leaders are well aware of their tasks and responsibilities.

1–2–3–4–5

34. The leaders of our church are set in their ways.

1–2–3–4–5

35. Our church provides options to help the development of our people’s personal natural
and spiritual gifts.

1–2–3–4–5

36. Finding a place to serve is never difficult in our church.

1–2–3–4–5

37. Through an intentional process, my church helps people to discern, develop, value,
and use their spiritual gifts.

1–2–3–4–5

38. The laypeople of our church receive frequent training.

1–2–3–4–5

39. The majority of people in our church are active and involved.

1–2–3–4–5

40. We constantly look for new and better ways to train leadership.

1–2–3–4–5

41. I feel that our church is good because it has good leaders.

1–2–3–4–5

42. We feel the need for better leaders.

1–2–3–4–5

43. We have leadership training courses scheduled for different times of the year.
1 – 2 – 3 – 4 –5
44. As a pastor I take the responsibility for the leadership training in my church.
1–2–3–4–5
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45. Our leaders are accountable to me for their performance.

1–2–3–4–5

46. I feel I have been well prepared for my pastoral duties.

1–2–3–4–5

47. I wish we could have our own way to train the leadership we need.

1–2–3–4–5

48. Our church has a clear process that introduces people to Christ.

1–2–3–4–5

49. I am developing relationships with unbelievers for the purpose of winning them to
Christ.

1–2–3–4–5

50. I enjoy the tasks I do in the church fellowship.

1–2–3–4–5

51. Excellence is an important value in how we accomplish ministry.

1–2–3–4–5

52. Our church relies upon the power and presence of God to accomplish ministry.
1–2–3–4–5
53. My church teaches that Jesus Christ is the only way to heaven.

1–2–3–4–5

54. There is an atmosphere of generosity within our church.

1–2–3–4–5

55. Interpersonal conflict or misconduct is dealt with appropriately and in a biblical
manner.

1–2–3–4–5

56. I consult God’s word to find answers to my own questions regarding life’s issues.
1–2–3–4–5
57. There is a sense of expectation surrounding our church.

1–2–3–4–5

58. As far as I know, most of our local leaders are unhappy with their ministries, tasks,
and duties at church.

1–2–3–4–5

59. In our church there is a spirit of reconciliation.

1–2–3–4–5

60. Tithing is clearly a priority for our leaders.

1–2–3–4–5

61. Goals are often used to motivate and direct the ministry of our church.
1–2–3–4–5
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62. Our church is led by individuals who articulate vision and achieve results.
1–2–3–4–5
63. I work side-by-side with my lay leaders in our church.

1–2–3–4–5

64. The other leaders in my church know I am the boss.

1–2–3–4–5

65. My sermons are convicting, challenging, and encouraging to my congregation’s walk
with God.

1–2–3–4–5

66. My church’s practices and policies are consistent with what we believe and value.
1–2–3–4–5
67. My prayer life reflects a deep dependence on God concerning the practical aspects of
life.

1–2–3–4–5

68. I attend worship out of a sense of duty.

1–2–3–4–5

69. Opportunities exist for people of all age levels to grow in their faith. 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5
70. The leaders of our church normally have an inspiring optimism.

1–2–3 –4–5

71. I desire deep, honest relationships with a few selected fellow believers.
1–2–3 –4–5
72. I feel that my role in church is very important.

1–2–3–4–5

73. Our church clearly presents opportunities for ministry and involvement.
1–2–3–4–5

74. I am adequately equipped for the tasks I do in the church.

1–2–3–4–5

75. In my church, serving is viewed as a way of giving gratitude to God rather than out of
obligation.

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 –5
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APPENDIX F
QUESTIONÁRIO DOIS–SAÚDE DA IGREJA
Instruções: Apenas para propósitos de dissertação, o Rev. Helio Cesar Alves gostaria de
acessar a saúde de sua igreja local. Muito obrigado por sua participação nesta pesquisa.
Este questionário deverá tomar 20-25 minutos de seu tempo. Pedimos que você responda
com o melhor de si e que seja tão franco(a) quanto possível. Seu nome e suas respostas
permanecerão anônimos. Por favor. circule uma resposta que mais corresponda ao seu
ponto de vista.
1 = Nunca; 2 = Raramente; 3 = Neutro; 4 = Algumas vezes; 5 = Frequentemente

1. As pessoas em minha igreja demonstram o amor de Cristo em maneiras práticas.
1–2–3–4–5
2. Eu confio no gerenciamento e no uso dos recursos financeiros da minha igreja.
1–2–3–4–5
3. Minha igreja está aberta a mudanças que poderiam aumentar nossa capacidade de
alcançar e discipular mais pessoas.

1–2–3–4–5

4. Eu gosto de estar com pessoas da igreja em outras ocasiões que não eventos da igreja.
2- 2 – 3 – 4 – 5
5. Em nossa igreja nós temos um processo de tomadas de decisões bem eficiente.
1–2–3–4–5
6. Como pastor(a) eu prefiro assumir a maior parte do trabalho da igreja ao invés de
delegar.

1–2–3–4–5

7. Depois de nosso cultos, eu sinto que estive na presença de Deus.

1–2–3–4–5

8. Eu tenho um relacionamento profundo o suficiente com algumas pessoas em minha
igreja que me possibilita discutir minhas preocupações com elas.

1–2–3–4–5
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9. Minha igreja provê experiências de crescimento e aprendizado para me encorajar em
minha caminhada pessoal com Jesus Cristo.

1–2–3–4–5

10. A importância de compartilhar Cristo com outros é raramente discutida em minha
igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

11. Nossa igreja ativamente tenta alcançar sua vizinhança através de serviços espirituais e
comunitários.

1–2–3–4–5

12. Eu participo ativa e regularmente em um grupo familiar.

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 –5

13. Depois dos cultos eu sinto que “conectei” com outros membros.

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 –5

14. Nossa igreja tem propósitos claros e valores bem definidos.

1–2–3–4–5

15. A estrutura organizacional de minha igreja complica o trabalho.

1–2–3–4–5

16. Depois dos cultos eu sinto ter tido uma experiência significativa com Deus.
1–2–3–4–5
17. Há bastante alegria e riso em minha igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

18. Minha igreja comunica claramente nossos propósitos e visão.

1–2–3–4–5

19. As pessoas de minha igreja genuinamente se importam e apoiam-se umas às outras
em obras e palavras.

1–2–3–4–5

20. Minha igreja precisa enfatizar mais o poder da oração.

1–2–3–4–5

21. Nossa igreja enfatiza a pessoa e a presença do Espírito Santo.

1–2–3–4–5

22. Novas pessoas são calorosamente bem vindas e integradas à comunhão.
1–2–3–4–5
23. Nossa igreja opera através do poder e da presença de Deus.

1–2–3–4–5

24. Nossos cultos são espiritualmente inspiradores para mim.

1–2–3–4–5

25. Eu fico entediado(a) em nossos cultos.

1–2–3–4–5
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26. A maioria das pessoas em minha igreja é simpática e hospitaleira.

1–2–3–4–5

27. Eu descreveria minha vida espiritual como crescente.

1–2–3–4–5

28. Eu realmente gosto da música em minha igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

29. Em meu ministério eu sinto que estou fazendo o que gosto.

1–2–3–4–5

30. Grupos familiares são vistos como um aspecto importante de nossa igreja.
1 –2 – 3 – 4 – 5
31. Nós temos um processo claro para identificar e treinar líderes.

1–2–3–4–5

32. Nossos líderes leigos têm muito poder.

1–2–3–4–5

33. Nossos líderes estão bem cientes de suas tarefas e responsabilidades. 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5
34. Os líderes de minha igreja estão caminhando na direção certa.

1–2–3–4–5

35. Nossa igreja provê meios para facilitar o desenvolvimento dos dons naturais e
espirituais de seus membros.

1–2–3–4–5

36. Em nossa igreja é fácil achar uma forma de servir.

1–2–3–4–5

37. Através de um processo intencional, minha igreja ajuda pessoas a discernir,
desenvolver, valorizar e usar seus dons espirituais.

1–2–3–4–5

38. Leigos em minha igreja recebem treinamento frequente.

1–2–3–4–5

39. A maioria das pessoas em nossa igreja é ativa e envolvida.

1–2–3–4–5

40. Nós constantemente buscamos novas e melhores maneiras de treinar nossa liderança.
1–2–3–4–5
41. Eu sinto que nossa igreja é boa porque tem boa liderença.

1–2–3–4–5

42. Nós sentimos necessidade de melhores líderes.

1–2–3–4–5

43. Nós temos cursos de treinamento de liderança agendados para diferentes épocas do
ano.

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 –5
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44. Como pastor(a), eu assumo a responsabilidade pelo treinamento da liderança em
minha igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

45. Nossos líderes prestam contas a mim pelo desempenho deles.

1–2–3–4–5

46. Eu sinto que fui bem preparado(a) para minha tarefa pastoral.

1–2–3–4–5

47. Eu gostaria muito de ter nossa própria maneira de treinar os líderes que precisamos
ter.

1–2–3–4–5

48. Nossa igreja tem um processo claro que introduz pessoas à fé em Cristo.
1–2–3–4–5
49. Eu desenvolvo relacionamentos com pessoas não-crentes com o propósito de ganhálas para Cristo.

1–2–3–4–5

50. Eu gosto das tarefas que realizo na igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

51. Excelência é um fator importante em como realizamos nosso ministério.
1–2–3–4–5
52. Nossa igreja depende do poder e da presença de Deus para a realização do ministério.
1–2–3–4–5
53. Minha igreja ensina que Jesus Cristo é o único caminho para o céu. 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5
54. Há uma atmosfera de generosidade em nossa igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

55. Conflitos interpessoais e má-conduta são tratados de forma apropriada e bíblica.
1–2–3–4–5
56. Eu consulto a palavra de Deus para encontrar respostas para minhas próprias questões
relacionadas aos problemas da vida.

1–2–3–4–5

57. Há um senso de expectativa envolvendo nossa igreja.

1–2–3–4–5
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58. Minha impressão é que a maioria de nossos líderes locais estão infelizes com seus
ministérios, tarefas e responsabilidades na igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

59. Há uma atmosfera de reconciliação em nossa igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

60. Dizimar é uma prioridade clara para nossos líderes.

1–2–3–4–5

61. Alvos são frequentemente usados para motivar e direcionar o ministério de nossa
igreja.

1–2–3–4–5

62. Nossa igreja é liderada por pessoas que articulam nossa visão e alcançam resultados.
1–2–3–4–5
63. Eu trabalho de igual para igual com os líderes leigos em nossa igreja. 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5
64. Os outros líderes em minha igreja sabem que eu sou o chefe.

1–2–3–4–5

65. Meus sermões são convincentes, desafiadores e encorajadores à caminhada com Deus
de minha congregação.

1–2–3–4–5

66. As práticas, leis e regras de minha igreja são consistentes com o que nós acreditamos
e valorizamos.

1–2–3–4–5

67. Minha vida de oração reflete profunda dependência de Deus com relação aos aspectos
práticos da vida.

1–2–3–4–5

68. Eu participo dos trabalhos da minha igreja porque gosto e não porque me sinto na
obrigação de participar.

1–2–3–4–5

69. Existem oportunidades em minha igreja para pessoas de todas as faixas etárias
crescerem na fé.

1–2–3–4–5

70. Normalmente, os líderes de nossa igreja possuem um otimismo inspirador.
1–2–3 –4–5
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71. Eu busco e desejo relacionamentos honestos e profundos com seletos companheiros
cristãos.
72. Eu sinto que meu papel na igreja é muito importante.

1–2–3 –4–5
1–2–3–4–5

73. Nossa igreja claramente oferece oportunidades para ministério e involvimento no
trabalho.

1–2–3–4–5

74. Eu estou adequadamente equipado para o trabalho que realizo na igreja.
1–2–3–4–5
75. Em minha igreja, servir é visto como uma maneira de demonstrar gratidão a Deus e
não como uma obrigação.

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 –5
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APPENDIX G
LIST OF HEALTH QUESTIONS ACCORDING TO CHARACTERISTIC
1 – Never true; 2 – Rarely true; 3 – Neutral; 4 – Sometimes true; 5 – Very true.
Clear-Cut Vision
14. Our church has a very clear purpose and well-defined values.
18. Our church clearly communicates our mission statement.
43. We have leadership training courses scheduled for different times of the year.
44. As a pastor I take the responsibility for the leadership training in my church.
51. Excellence is an important value in how we accomplish ministry.
61. Goals are often used to motivate and direct the ministry of our church.
62. Our church is led by individuals who articulate vision and achieve results.
70. The leaders of our church normally have an inspiring optimism.

Passion for the Lost
10. In our church the importance of sharing Christ is rarely discussed.
11. Our church actively reaches out to its community through spiritual and community
service.
48. Our church has a clear process that introduces people to Christ.
49. I am developing relationships with unbelievers for the purpose of winning them to
Christ.
53. My church teaches that Jesus Christ is the only way to heaven.

Shared Ministry
6. As a pastor I prefer to do most of work of the church rather than delegate.
33. Our leaders are well aware of their tasks and responsibilities.
36. Finding a place to serve is never difficult in our church.
38. The lay people in our church receive frequent training.
39. The majority of people in our church are active and involved.
41. I feel that our church is good because it has good leaders.
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45. Our leaders are accountable to me for their performance.
63. I work side by side with my lay leaders in our church.
64. The other leaders in my church know I am the boss.
72. I feel that my role in church is very important.
73. Our church clearly presents opportunities for ministry and involvement.

Empowered Leaders
9. My church provides growing and learning experiences to encourage me in my own
walk with Jesus Christ.
31. We have a clear process available to identify and train leaders.
32. Our leaders have too much power.
35. Our church provides options to help the development of our people’s natural and
spiritual gifts.
37.Through and intentional process, my church helps people to discern, develop, value,
and use their spiritual gifts.
40. We constantly look for new and better ways to train leadership.
42. We feel the need for better leaders.
46. I feel like I have been well prepared for my pastoral duties.
47. I wish we could have our own way to train the leadership we need.
74. I am adequately equipped for the tasks I do in the church.

Fervent Spirituality
16.When I leave our worship services I feel I had a meaningful experience with God.
20. My church needs to place more emphasis on the power of prayer.
21. Our church emphasizes the person and presence of the Holy Spirit.
23. Our church operates through the power and presence of God.
27. I would describe my personal spiritual life as growing.
52. Our church relies upon the power and presence of God to accomplish ministry.
56. I consult God’s word to find answers to my own questions regarding life’s issues.
57. There is a sense of expectation surrounding our church.
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60. Tithing is clearly a priority for our leaders.
67. My prayer life reflects a deep dependence on God concerning the practical aspects of
life.

Flexible Functional Structure
2. I have confidence in the management and spending of our church’s financial resources.
5. We have an effective and efficient decision making process in my church.
15. My church’s organizational structure hinders ministry.
29. In my ministry I feel that I am doing what I like to do.
34. The leaders of our church are set in their ways.
50. I enjoy the tasks I do in the church fellowship.
58. As far as I know, most of our local leaders are unhappy with their ministries, tasks,
and duties at church.
66. My church’s practices and polices are consistent with what we believe and value.

Celebrative Worship
7. When I leave our worship services, I fell I have been in the presence of God.
13. When I leave a worship service I feel I have “connected” with other worshipers.
24. I find the worship services spiritually inspiring to me.
25. I am bored in the worship service.
28. I really like the music in our church.
68. I attend worship out of a sense of duty.

Connecting Small Groups
04. I enjoy getting together with other people of the church outside of church events.
08. I have a close enough relationship with several people in my church that I can discuss
my deepest concerns with them.
12. I regularly and actively participate in a small group.
30. Small groups are valued as an important aspect of our church.
69. Opportunities exist for people of all age levels to grow in their faith.
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71. I desire deep, honest relationships with a few selected fellow believers.

Seeker-Friendly Evangelism
1. People in my church show the love of Christ in practical ways.
3. My church is open to changes that would increase our ability to reach and disciple
people.
65. My sermons are convincing, challenging, and encouraging to my congregation’s walk
with God.

Loving Relationships
17. There is a lot of joy and laughter in our church.
19. People in our church genuinely care and support one another in word and deed.
22.New attendees are warmly welcomed and invited into fellowship.
26. The majority of people in our church are friendly and hospitable.
54. There is an atmosphere of generosity within our church.
55. Interpersonal conflict or misconduct is dealt with appropriately and in a biblical
manner.
59. In our church there is a spirit of reconciliation.
75. In my church, serving is viewed as a way of giving gratitude to God rather than out of
obligation.
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